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called a "demonstration farm,'' and the
When I say a low headed tree, I do not farmer who cultivates it according to
or "co·
mean a dwarf, but any οί the stauiiard agreement a "demonstrator"
varieties with the tiret branches from operator
Once a month the local agent visits the
'wo
to three feet from the ground
these are very much longer lived, more "demonstration fauns1' to advise and
the success of the work,
vigorous, aud altogether more satisfac explain, and
is known, is such
tory than auy dwarf possibiv c in be. when the final yield
who has co-operated with
man
the
I he only ρ ace for the latter"is on the that
i* quickly absorbed.
his naground· "f «orne gentleman who has the government lias respect for
Gum Relief at One·.
bounded only by his conception
very little room aud wants a few trees tive land
I*
smithes,
for Ins own pleasure. The notion that of the miraculous. His self respect also
k^al» an(.1 protects
to the congratuthey will come into bearing earlier is a increases in proportion
tiie J:îh;ii3»hÎ lue in·
mistake, for all the evidence goes to lations of hie neighbors and the price
bmue r« i»ultiii^ from
show that (standards low headed and paid for his seed. A brilliant thought
i'varrh mi'I drive»
tlishes across his mind; he need no
properly pruued will bear as soon.
a
C«ld
in
the
nw.iy
The advantages of the low headed tree longer be a plodder, and bis children—
ik-.â qui. Jy. I .nau ΓΓΧ/ΓΠ are these: The branches
protect the but why depict the detail of the vision?
kture4 tl.e Si-im-a i.f |1M 1
I bVLI·
We are hearing a great many By bis own work on an acre of ground
trunk
Γ m:<» un· 1 Sun 11. F ill *iz»· 50 cts.. ut l>ru^of damage by sun scald and under the scientific instructions of the
<·γ by until.
Ια liquid furiu, 75 cents. complaints
so-called 'collar rust," many of which government, the man's life has been
50
York.
New
Ely Brothers!, Wurreu Street,
•ire
doubtless due to exposure. The transformed, the lives of bis children
little tree has been forced in the nursery lifted to a higher plaue, and conditions
We controlling the industry he represents
row in the shade of another tree.
The reason is
set it out in the open, where at one time made new for all time.
0 temperature is away below zero and
plain. The acre which during the thirtynever before
has
No one saw years of his farming it,
a: another 100 degrees.
bushels of
more than fifteen
any trouble with a tree that came up produced
Nature took corn, or one-fourth of a bale of cotton,
wi'd in the fence corner.
care of that ami
protected it by its has now produced seventy-five bushels
of corn, or a bale of cottou. In some
brandies.
Nex', such a tree buffers very much cases the sale of seed from this one acre
will finance his entire crop the followess from wind, and fruit which falls can
be gathered, aud is as valuable as any on ing year.
t ie iree.
It can be picked at very much
Still, as has been stated, the farmer is
less expense. aud with varieties like the a doubter and not fully convinced at first
FITTED BY
Mackintosh referred to, often as they that the object lesson of one acre means
can treble in value
ripeu can be put directly In a box, aud that his whole farm
S.
s
easily graded. I luse trees, experi- if he applies the lesson to the remainder
as he
MAINE. ence shows, come into bearing at an of it. Conviction comes, however,
SOUTH PARIS,
about
early age, and over and above all can be puts more soil to the test, and in
three years, when bis whole place has
thoroughly and economically sprayed.
All these reasons doubtless appeal to become a "demonstration farm," no
him from his settled
you as good, but I know you will be say- power could move
absolute value of govern
ing "How are you going to cultivate belief in the
Klr«t !'!·«· Fer· 91.UO each way.
such a tree? Ί he point is well taken, ment methods. Moreover, be is now
Steamships GOV. DINULEY aud BAY
is more seeming than tired with the zeal of a crusader, and in
STATE leave Franklin Wharf, Port- but the objection
done my large trees more advising his neighbors, both privately
have
I
real.
'«d, week days at 7 P. M.
harm than good by deep cultivation and in public assemblies, helps to extend
close up. As a matter of fact, before the good work.
R oturulug
these low headed trees cume into bearLeave Central Wharf, Boston, week iug they can be worked as deep as need
The World's Record Cow.
m.
at
7
p.
days
be with a one-horse reversible beam
When on a recent trip in the Chenango
Through tickets on sale at principal plough, and after the limbs get too low (Ν. Y ) valley I went to see the world's
railroad statious.
with the modern orchard tools one can best record cow, owned
by Clayton
do all the cultivation that is necessary
J. K. LISCOMB, (ieneral A«ent,
Sisson, who lives on a large farm on the
would
one
Of
do
it
well.
and
course,
Portland, Me.
When I saw Mr.
Chenango Kiver.
not head a variety like the Greening as
Sisson's cow, she had finished ber sixty
a Spy or a
he
would
Baldwin,
as
high
days' test. She seemed to have passed
K. W.
and in both ca»es the pruning must be
through the etrain of this test in apsomewhat different from the high beadparently good condition, without loss of
ed tree.
appetite and vitality. She is six years
I'BINING.
old and weighs about fifteen hundred
This really is a subject that demands a pounds. Neither cow nor ndder is reW1. furnish Duo κ* ami WINDOWS of any I
is
«* ur Style at reasonable price».
lecture by itself, and 1 can only empha- markably large for a Holstein. She
size a few vital principles. I would lay in fair Hesb, and her eye and general apHer
this down as the first: Prune just as pearance indicate strong vitality.
the
little as possible and keep tbe tree recuperative powers are shown by
that tbe sun fact that she put on flesh rapidly during
'fit w*nt of any kind of Klnlah tor IneMe oi shapely, sufficiently opened
freshShe
was dry.
WMl W'»rk. senl in your or-lere. Pine Lum can penetrate and spraying can be well the six weeks she
test was
'ΛΓ "·οΊ iS'.nglee on ham I Cheap tor Cash.
done, and remove all diseased or broken ened the last of March and the
and
in
May. Her name is
April
wood. Whether to prune when the tree made
and Job Work. is dormant or in full leaf is wholly de- De Kol Queen La Polka 2d 72325. Her
Kol Prince
pendent on conditions. If the work is sire was Pieter'je Madge De
La
Matche-l I'lue Sheathing for Sale.
dene id the first case in winter, when 30800. Her dam was De Kol Queen
a dam
the sap is stored in the roots in propor- Polka 57Θ37. The sire is from
R. W.
dam
tion to the top that the tree had the fall with a large record and the cow's
but no record was
Mali
....
Sumner,
previous, and a portion of this top has was a heavy milker,
of
been removed, when the sap rises in the kept of her performance. The record
is now the world's best,
spring it must either force an undue this cow, which
of tbe wood remaining or pro- is one day's milk, 124 lb.; seven days'
5
duce a lot of suckers, both indicative of milk, 841.8 lb.; thirty days' milk, 3370
wood jrowth rather than the develop- lb. ; seven days' butter, 35.38 lb. ; thirty
To prune at this days' butter, 145 18 lb.
ment of fruit buds.
She shows she is capable of many
season, then, means to encourage growth
rather than fruitfulness.
years of good service in milk production,
is
If the tree is pruned when in full leaf but her greatest value, if the cow
after the sap has been distributed rightly treated, will be in transmitting
THE FACE.
through the top, a portion of this top her valuable characteristics to ber offthen be.ng removed will leave only the spring. The cow should be well kept to
her
No Other
Takes the Place, rig.it quota to each branch, and the produce sires that can transmitshow
shock to the tree—for it is a shock—will valuable qualities. Investigations
Torlr len-e- are the bee»,
in
New
Turk
pre·
that the average cow
L«**e »n other» at re*t ;
tend to produce fruitfulness.
ΟΡΓπΜ KTIilST PARMKNTER will at
duces annually only 4500 poundaof milk,
CULTIVATION.
them right.
o>
a
of
the
yield
but
larger
production
Com· to him lay or night.
When one sets an orchard he must milk from food consumed should be acHe U «ure yuu to suit
* tth
the cvegiaee that's a bute.
register a vow to care for it according to complished along the line· of increasing
here, do It now.
NORWAY. ME. ] the laws of trees and of nothing else, or, vitality and vigor of constitution and
not by these forced teats, which subject
in other words, one cannot expect re
suits aud make the orchard a grain field the animal to great strain, and must deI do not believe it neces- crease ber vitality and that of her offor a meadow.
to the
spring—Cor. Country Genlteman.
sary to give up the land entirely
or
Watch15 veers expert
trees during the fruit years of the
as
corn
such
There should now be an extra allowmaker with Bigelow. chard's life. Hoed crops,
between tbe ance of corn given to hens at night.
Kennard it Co., Boston. or potatoes, may be planted
frout Corn furnishes beat to the body, as it In
distance
away
a
good
rows, keeping
cut «low to digeet. For comfort during winthe trees. The ground can then be
tivated early in tbe season and tbe grow ter, the crop should remain praotioally
All Work
iog crops shade the land later on. This, tilled during the entire night.
Guaranteed.
the
1 believe, is better than "filler·" for
An essential to the hen's comfort in
ordinary man who Is carrying on his orΚ lit'le ouf of the wajf chard work lo connection with ordinary cold weather is a floor where no drafts
felt. While you are repairing the
farm operation. Πβ had better take s i«re
but it pay* to walk.
bank H up well on the
little more land and set only the tree* chicken house,
°Ε*«, WATCHES. CiiOCKi for the permanent orchard, rather than outside, and if the floor Is of earth, make
odI ■are to have It higher Inside than the
AND JEWELKV.
to attempt to set fillers to be taken
without.—Farm Journal.
later on. The average man will lean ground
wan Dr.
PaanaoMr.
Mal*··
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CHAPTER III.

HE girl darted a swift look at
Boyd, but he fell to brooding
again, evidently insensible to

At length he
presence.
Btlrred himself to ask:
"Can I hire a guide hereabout? We'll
have to be going on In a day or so."
I
"Constautine will get you one.
the
suppose, of course, you will avoid
her

Katmai pass?"
"Avoid it? Why?"
"It's dangerous, and nobody travels
It except in the direst emergency. It's

much the shortest route to the coast,
but it has a record of some thirty
deaths. I should advise you to cross
the range farther east, where the di
vide is lower. The mall boat touches

at both places."
On the following morning Cherry
told Constnntine to hitch up her team
and have It waiting when breakfast
Then she turned to Em
wus finished.
and
erson, who came into the room

said quietly:
"I have something to show you if
with me."
you will take a short ride
The young man. Impressed by the
gravity of her manner, readily con
sented. Constantlne freed the leader,

and they wont off at a mad run. They
skimmed over the snow with the flight
of a bird
The young man gave himself up to
the unique and rather delightful experience of being transported through
an uuknown country to an unknown
destination by a charming girl of
whom he silso knew not bin?.
"Yesterday you seemed to be taken
by the fishing business." she finally
said.
"I certainly was until you told me
there were no cannery sites left"
When I came here
"There Is one.

was open,
year ago the whole river
au outside chance 1 located a
When
site, the best one available.
Willis Marsh learned of it he took up
all of the remaining places, and. although at the time I had no idea what
a

so on

I wus going to do with my property.
I hung ou to it."
"I can't buy your site."
"Nobody asked you to," she smiled.
"I wouldn't sell it to you If you hud

/
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the conditions seemed Ideal.
"I've watched you. and I know you
are down on your luck for some rea
son." the girl said. "You've been miscast somehow, and you've had the
heart taken out of you. but I'm sure
It's in you to succeed, for you're young

and Intelligent, cool and determined
I am giving you this chance to play
the blggojjt game of your life and erase
In eight short months every trace of
I'm not doing It altogether
failure.
unselfishly, for I believe you've been

sent to Kalvlk to work out your own
salvation aud mine and that of poor
George Bait, whom j'ou've never seen.
You're going to do this thing, and
you're going to make it win."
Emerson reached out Impulsively and

caught her tiny, mlttened hand. His
lost
eyes were shining: Ills face had
the settled look of dejection and was
nil aglow with a new dawn of hope
Even his shoulders were lifted and
thrown back as If from some sudden
access of vigor that lightened his bur

den
"You're right!" he said firmly. "We'll
send for Rait tonight."
In the days that followed Cherry
wns at Boyd's elbow constantly, aid
lng him nt every turn in his zeal to
acquire a knowledge of the cannery
system. The odd conviction grew upon
her that he was working against time,
that there was a limit to his period
of action, for he seemed obsessed Im
un ever

growing passion

to

accomplish

end within a given time and bad
thought fur anything beyond the
engrossing issue Into which he had
plunged. She was dumfouuded by his
sudden transformation and delighted

some
uo

lit with bitter hatred. Turning to the
girl, be paid:
"Now give me something to eat. I've
been living on dogfish till my belly
Is full of bones."
Long after Cherry bad gone to bed
she heard the murmur of their voices.
"It's all arrauged." they advised her
at the breakfast table. "We leave to

"Katmai!" she broke in sharply
"You said you were going by the Tliam
She turned on Bait angrina route."
ly. "You know better than to suggest

such a thing."
"I didn't suggest It." sv.id Bait. "It's
Mr. Emerson's own idea: he insists."
"I shall be dreadfully worried until
I know yon are safely over," said the
girl, a new note of wistful tenderness

in her voice.
We've all taken bigger
"Nonsense!
risks before."
"Do you know." she began hesltat·
iajrly. "I've been thinking that per
haps you'd better not take up this
enterprise after all."
"Why not?" he asked, with au In
credulous stare. "1 thought you were

enthusiastic oil the subject."
I believe in the proposition
"I ur.i
thoroughly." Cherry limped on. "butwell. I was entirely selfish in getting
you started, for it possibly means my
own salvation, but"—
"lis my last chance also," Boyd
broke in.
"A few days ago you were n stranger;
now you are a friend," she said stead-

pretty big proposition—$200.000. you
said?"
You
It's a big opportunity.
"Yes.
can clean up 100 per cent In a year.
Do you tblnk you could raise the
money to build a plant?"
"1 might." he said cautiously.
"At least you can try?"
"But I don't know anything about
a

the business."
"I've thought of all that, and there's
I bea way to make success certain.
lieve you have executive ability and

can

handle these men."

for the •kill.' but for the pursuit:
not for the score, but lor the coiit-st.
Maybe some of them do, but with me
It was gold 1 ueeded, gold 1 had to
have, and 1 didn't care much how 1
got it so long as I got It honestly. I
focused every power upon my desire,
but a curse was ou me—a curse,
nothing less. At first I took misfortune philosophically, but when It came
not

and

slept

It was

it.

I

finally shifted

yes, I've done that sort of
His broad shoulders went up
"What's
as he drew a long breath.
"Oh.

thing."

your plan?"
"There's a

down the coast,
George Bait, who knows more about
the busiuess than any four people in
He discovered the Kalvlk
Kalvik.
river, built the flrst cannery here and
was Its foreman until he quarreled
Bait isn't the kind of
with Marsh.
mau to be disciplined, so, Dot having
enough money to build a cannery, be
took his scanty capital and started a
ualtery on bis own account Marsh
broke George in a year, ruined him.
wiped him out. just as be in-

utterly

man

wipe out insignificant me.
Thinking to recoup his fortunes, George

tends

to

back Into camp, but be owns a
valuable trap site which Marsh and
his colleagues want, and before they
would give him work they tried to

came

make him assign it to them and conuever to go Id busloess oo his
Naturally George reowd account
fused. He's been starving now for two
tract

years.
"No man dares to furnish food to
no man dares to give
him a bed; no cannery will let him
work. He has to take a dory to Dutch
Harbor to get food. He doesn't dare
leave the Country and abandon the
in
meager thousands he has invested
when
buikllugs, and every summer
the
the ruo starts he comes across
marshes aud slinks about the Kalvik
thickets like a wraith, watching from
alL
afar Just Id order to be Dear it
He stands alone and forsaken, harking

George Bait;

bolt

to the clank of machinery, every
his
of which he placed, watching
thai
enemies enrich themselves from
be con·
gleaming silver army, which
eiders his very owd. He is shunned
Some time I believe he
like a leper.
will kill Marsh."
"Hm-m! One seems to be forevei
sale
crossing the trail of this Marsh,"

who bad listeoed latently.
will ι
"The man who beats Marsh
She paused
have done qomethlng."
1
then said deliberately. "And I believ<

Boyd,

do it"
you are the ooe to

insisted Cherry.
Again Fraser evaded the issue. "Now.
If this Marsh Is going after you in
earnest this summer why don't you let
me stick around uutil spring and lookI'll drop a monkey
out your game?

put spider
wrenc h In his
in his dumpling, and It's more than
an eveu shot that if him aud 1 got
to know each other right well I'd own
bis cannery before fall."
"Thank you: I can take care of mygear case or

a

self," su id the girl.
Late one stormy night—Constantin?
had been gone a week—the two men
whom they were expecting blew in
Bait
through the blinding smother.
refused rest or nourishment until he

had learned why Cherry had sent
As briefly as possible she
for him.
Boyd Emerson
outlined the situation

creature
■aw a huxe, barrel chested
whose tremendous muscles bulged beneath his nondescript garments, whose
red, upstanding bristle of hair topped
leather countenance from which
a
gleamed a pair of the most violent eyes
domiEmerson had ever beheld, the
was rape
nant expression of which
echo
His voice was hoarse with the
have
of drumming ratlines. He might
lived forty, sixty years, but every year
had been given to the sea; its foaming
violence was In his blood.
words
As the significance of Cherry's
un
sank into his mind the signs of an

holy Joy overspread the fisherman's
visage, and his hairy paws coutlnue'l
to open and close hungrily.
"Do you mean business?" he bellow
ed at Emerson.

"Can you

fight?"

"Yea."

"Thla gang won't stop at anything,"
warned Bait
"Neither will 1," affirmed the other,
with a scowl and a dangerous down
drawing of his lip cornera. "I've got
to win, so don't waste any time won
dering how far I'll go. What I wan!
to know Is If you will join my enter-

prise."

"I'll give my life to it"
"1 knew you would." flashed Cherry
"And if wo don't beat Willis Marsh
by glory. I'll kill him!" Bait shouted.
fully capable of carrying out his
for bis bloodshot eyes were

1
They had reached their destinatioi
I —the month of a deep creek, up whlcl threat,

CHAPTER IV.

SURING
an

agreeable, accomplished

companion whose merry wit and boy-

stirred emotions In the
that threatened her peace of
mind. It was their last hour together
before embarking on his perilous Journey In search of the golden fleece, and
his starved affections clamored for
ish

girl

sympathy

dread that clutched her.
The goodbys were brief and commonplace. There was time for nothing more, for the dogs were straining
to be off aud the December air bit
fiercely. But Cherry called Emerson
aside and in a rather tremulous voice
begged him again to consider well this

enterprise before

finally

committing

himself to it. "If Mils were any other
country, If there were any law up here
or any certainty of getting a square
deal I'd uever say η word; I'd urge
yon to go the limit. Buffle was about to lnugh off her fears,

he had done before, when the plaintive wrinkle between her brows aud

as

one lied to me. thinking I
I henrd afterward rhnr
sfranger.
just as 1 drove away my friend came
bul
to the door nud called after me,
the day was bitter, and my ears were
muffled with fur, while the dry snow
beneath the runners shrieked so that
He chased me
It drowned his cries.
for half a mile to make me rich, but
the hand of fate lashed m.v dogs faster
nnd faster, while that hellish screechoutdlnned his voice. Six hours
was

other
a

ing

history. You've seen
stampedes—you uuderstaud.
"Sly name became a byword and
caused people to laugh, though they
later

Topkuk

was

shrank from me. for miners and sail
No man
ors are equally superstitious.
I.
ever had more opportunities than

and no man wns ever so miserably
unfortunate in missing them. In time
I became whipped, utterly without
hope. Yet almost from hnblt I fought
on and on with my ears deaf to the

voices that mocked me.
"And something telle me that I have
left that ill omened thing behind at
last, and I am going to win!"
"But you're too late." suggested
Cherry. "You eay your time was up
time ago."
"Perhaps." he returned, staring

some

the distances.

"That's

what

I

Into
was

I
going out to ascertain. I thought
mljiht have a few days of grace allowed uie. Tlmr's why I can't quit, now
thnt you've sot me In motion again,
now that you've given me another

ujliir

ι-ι uci

luau

11JV

ken reservoir.
Bait came close to Emerson and bellowed into bis ear:
"What shall we do? Boll up lo the

bedding

for it?"

or run

"How far is it to timber?"
"Twelve or fifteen miles."
We're out of
"Let's run for it!
grub, anyhow, aud this may last for

days."

There was no use of trying to secure
additional clothing from the supply in
the sled, so they abandoned their outtit and allowed themselves to be driven
ahead of the storm, trusting to the

drifted

and refused to stir.
a stone's throw
from the sled there was no turning
back, and, although the wind was behind them, progress was difficult, for
they came upon chasms which they
had to avoid; ihey crossed slippery
slopes where the storm bad bared the
well

over

Once they had gone

hard crust and which their feet reIn* Huch places they
fused to «rip
had to creep on bands and knees, call
lng to one another for guidance. Tbey
were numbed, blinded, choked by the
rage of the blizzard: their faces grew
At times
stiff and their lungs froze.
and were skidded along
they
ahead of the blasts. This forced them
to crawl back again, for tbey dared
not lose their course.
Much has been written concerning
the red man's physical powers of endurance. but as a rule no Indian Is
the equal of his white brother, due as
much perhaps to lack of mental force
as to generations of Insufficient cloth-

fell^

he became uuable to guide them
farther, and Bait, who had once made
the trip, took his place, while the others dragged the poor creature along at
the cost of their precious strength.
They had long since lost all track of
time and place, trusting Mindly to a

"υοουΒΥΐ

that's my answer."

the forlorn droop of her lips
Without
him.
thought of
quences and prompted largely
leaping spirits, he stooped and,
elle could divine his purpose,

stayed
conse-

by his

before
kissed

her.

"Goodby," he laughed, with dancing
eyes. "That's my answer!" And the
next second he was at the sled. The
dogs leaped at his shout, and the cavalcade was in motion
Hut the girl stood without sound or
gesture, bareheaded under the wintry
sky, a startled, wondering light In her

••yes which did not fade until the men
were lost to view far up the river trail
Then she breathed deeply and turned
Into the house, oblivious to Constantino and the young squaw, who held
the sick liaby up for her inspection.
The hazards of winter travel in the
north are manifold at best, but the
country which Emerson and his com-

panions had to traverse was particularly perilous owing to the fact that

agreement.

forto the recorder's office lost me a
tune; at another time a corrupt Judge
plunged me from certainty to despair,
and all the while my time was growing shorter and I wns growing poorer.
"Two hours after the Topkuk strike
but
wns made I drove past the shaft,
(he «me partner known to me had gone
to the cabin to build a fire and the

...

«.ιλ

length

whirled down ahead of the blast, while
Emerson fumed ft> be gone.
The fourth morning broke still and
quiet, but after a careful scrutiny of
the peaks the Indian shook his head
and spoke to Bait, who nodded In

by
always felt, but could never avoid.
Once a broken snowshoe in a race

η

so it was not surthat as the long afternoon
to a close the Aleut guide began to weaken.
Darkness found them staggering on.
supporting him wherever possible. At

with an unpronounceable name, who.
at the price of an extortionate bribe,
had agreed to pilot them through. For
three days they lay idle, the taut walls
of their tent <hrtimmiug to an incessant fusillade of Ice particles that

l'oice of the crowd sounded like Jeers.
"I was aiuoug the first at Nome and
staked alongside the discoverers who
undertook to put me in right for once;
me
but, although the fellows around
made fortuues In a day, my ground
was barren and my bedrock swept
that unseen hand which I
clean

ΐυι

ing and inanition,

of the north Pacific.
A week of hard travel found the
of
party camped in the last fringe
cottonwood that fronted the glacial

from mining to other ventures, and
the town burned. I awoke In a mida
night blizzard to see my chance for
fortune licked up by fin mes, while the
hiss of the water from the firemen's
hose seemed directed at me, and the

tvuiu,

fierce breath ot an open furnace searing the tlesh like a flauie.
All the morning the air bad hung
in perfe t poise, but some change of
tew|ieralure away out over oue of the
rival oceans had upset the aerostatic
balance, and Ibe vviud tore through
this trap like the torrent below a bro-

prising
dragged

ness

"I'LL· HIVE MY LIFE T<) IT."

I

sympathy, while the Iron In Ills blood
felt the magnetic propinquity of sex.
For her part, she lay awake far into
the morning hours, now blissfully
native's sense of direction and keeping
floating on the current of half formed
close together. The dogs were already
some
now
desires,
vaguely fearing

slopes, their number augmented now
by a native from a Russian village

way?"

question."

tomor-

their course led them over the backbone of the great Alaskan range, that
desolate, skyscraping rauipart which
interposes itself between the hate of
the arctic seas and the tossing wilder-

I ain't never heard you
"Ilm-m!
touted none as a business woman,"
said the adventurer.
"Have you ever heard me"-the col
or faded from the girl's face, and It
was a trifle drawn—"discussed In any

my

pass."

Remember George Bait."
For the
"Bait hasn't started yet.
flrst time he is a real menace to Willis
Marsh."
"Won't you take my advice and reconsider?" urged the girl.
"I
"Listen." said the young man.
came to this country with a definite
purpose In mind, and I had three years
I needed
in which to work it out.
money—God, how I needed money!
They may talk about the emptiness of
riches and tell you that men labor

matter."

you read about."
"You didn't answer

leave

"One's likes and dislikes grow
rapidly when they are not choked by
convention. I like you too well to see
you do this. You are too good a man
to become t'.ie prey of those people

Fraser then eyed the girl keenly.
"This Is η lonely place for a woman
like you," he said. "aud our mutual
friend ain't altogether nniittra'tive.
eh?"
Cherry's cheeks flamed, but her tone
"This is entirely a business
was icy.

"You know, Emerson makes me und
comfortable sometimes, he Is so d
moral." Fraser replied Indirectly. "He
won't stand for anything off color.
He's a real square guy. he Is. the kind

:

ily.

He didn't
you got him gingered up.
have uo more spirit than a sick kit

will build a
the money, but
cannery ou It I'll turu Id the ground
for an Interest"
Emerson meditated a moment then
replied. "I can't say yes or no. k's

we

way of tbe Katmai

became

time to waste."
She felt a Budden dread at her heart.
What if they Tailed and did not re
What If some untoward peril
turn?
should overtake them on the outward
trip? It was a hazardous Journey, and
George Bait was the most reckless
Emerson's
man on the Bering roast.
next words added to her alarm:
"We'll catch the mall boat at Katmai."

Fraser looked on in bewilderment covering the property.
the change in Emerson
"What have you done to 'Frozen
"
he asked Cherry on one» ocAnnie?'
"You must have fed him a
casion.
speed ball, for I never saw a guy
Why, he whs the
gear up so fust.
darndest crape hanger I ever mot till

If you

wuy

no

at

TOGETHER ΤΠΚΤ ASCENDED THE HANK iND
bUKVKYED THE bUKKOUNDINGS.

murs

and go by

row

morrow."
"Tomorrow?" she echoed blankly.
"We start in the morning. We have

reicjno;

\

cnanoe.

the evening Emerson
left the two other men in the
store, and, seeking Cherry out
in the little parlor, asked her
to play for him.
Again the blending of their voices brought tbem
closer, his aloofness wore off, and he

with me I began to rage at
terrifying because my time
was shortening, and the last day of
toward me.
found the fisherman even if the quest grace was rushing
"Just to show you what luck I playcarried him over the range. Durlu?.·
ed in. at Dawson I found a prospect
the days of impatient waiting they oc
that would have made most men rich,
in
time
their
largely
eupicd
and. although such a thing had never
terlng the nearest cannery, pennlsslo
In that locality before. It
to go over which Cherry had sentvd happened
from the watchman, who was Ind -lncl pincheil out. I tried again and again,
and dually found another mine, only
The man was timid at
to her.
to be robbed of it by the Canadian
but Emerson won him over, then pm
ceeded to pump him dry of lufornia laws In such a manner that there was
not the faintest hope of my ever re
tlon, as he had done with his hostess

BEST

IîM steaisbip Company.

the leash.

ut first, but later, when she snw that
he regarded ber only as a means to
an end. his cool assumption of leader
ship piqued her and she felt hurt.
Coustantlne had been sent for Bull
with Instructions to krep on until he

IKbbS,

RICHARDS.

BROTHERS

Together they asccnded the bank and
the surroundings. Cherry ex
upon every feature with the
fervor of a land agent bent on weav
lng his spell about a prospective buyer
And In truth she bad chosen well, for

Ely's Cream Balm

iTHE

&·

Emerson
Cherry turned her dogs.
leaped froui the sled and, running forward, seized the leader, guiding It Into
a clump of spruce, among the boles
of which he tangled the harness, for
this team was like a pack of wolves,
ravenous for travel and Intolerant of

CATARRH

GET

*

Silver Horde

frowing

jj

GAe

χ

SHALLOW PLOUGHING IN SPRING

I should recommend shallow plough
mg in early spring, followed by cultivaCurreei>on>l^iioe on practical agrtcultura' topU
tiou of the ground often und thorough
U «oucfted.
Aldresa all communication· li.
L. Bt'CK.
tended for tbl· department to Hxnky D
enough to prevent the lose of moisture
l>em
Oxford
Editor
Hammond, Agricultural
and the destruction of all weeds. In
Surgeon Dentist,
ocrat, Parle. Me.
midsummer sow the ground with a
MAINS.
SOt'TH ΡΑΚΙ».
cover crop.
If the trees are bearing
*urk w^rra"*1·
Success in Orcharding.
*11 η y lie*»
heavily, such crop should not be put in
until quite late, say the early pait of
If there is no fruit and the
κ H P JONKS,
A REVIEW OK TUK WHOI.E MATTER OF August.
trees will bear a little checking, it may
[1
THE l'A Κ Κ OF TREE*.
Ueî.ti^t,
be sowed two or three weeks earl er
What the crop shall be depends wholly
MAINE,
SORWAT.
are
(Condennation of tbi- paper of Kdwanl Van on the growth uf the trees. If they
«.
to
Vi-1
tt>
Alvstyne liefore the Malue Slate t'omologlcal
g, < Hour»-»
very rank, so that the foliage ie
Society.)
ense and
the sun cannot penetrate,
The apple area over the United State*
r SMITH,
fungi will flourish. I would then not
is limited. I bave little fear of com- sow a
leguminous crop, but buckwheat,
Attorney at Law,
pétition from the Pacific Slope. First, oats, rape and turnips or rye. All but
MA INK.
of
because
tbe
orchards
in
the
many
SUKWAY.
the last named will die before winter,
Collection· a Specially. west are short lived; next, because of but the last will provide a green crop,
Horne Γ <k
transportation charges. Only the very which is in itself desirable, but it must
beet can afford to be shipped out, and be
i-.KKIL'K Λ l'AKK.
ploughed in the spring, at least by
while they raise fruit beautiful in ap the time the rye begins to head, or it
at
Law.
Attorneys
pearance it can never compare in quality will do more harm than good.
with that grown in the east.
MAINE,
If tree growth is desired, then I should
I KTHKL,
KUery C. ('ark
Again, with insects and diseases, use peas or clover. We are feeling quite
id nun κ. Herrlck.
which only the careful man will combat, confident that the winter vetch Is going
it is becoming increasingly difficult to to be an ideal crop for this purpose, alF « Κ»1ΝΊ>\
produce a good article, which puts a though it is a little difficult to get it
We frequently use what
premium on the efforts of the man who established.
Dentist,
w>ll conduct his orchard along the lines might be called a combination made up
of latest research and information.
of a pound of rape, a pound of cow horn
NORWAY, ME.
Ha'iiauav Hi.ik κ,
AS TO VARIETIES.
turnips and two pounds of red clover an
31
tf
5.
to
li—1
>β, « Hour»—f ι»
As to varieties, I never specialize ex acre.
AGAINST THE SOD ORCHARD.
Ccpt when near my own home, where 1
know exactly the conditions, but I would
I want to go on record as most ems ty this: Select those varieties, of which
phatically denouncing the sod orchard.
there are many, which are known to do I have some myself in which there has
Me.
Main
St.,
Norway,
as
are
such
14
well in your locality;
strong, been no plough for more than thirty
bardy growers, with good foliage and years, pastured with small stock and
other
of
beariug surface,
thing- they have been exceedingly profitable,
plenty
being equal—annual rather than bien- but they belong to a past generation,
nial bearers. F>>r the most part, red and without question the profitable 01fruits of good size and good shippers
chards of the country over are those that
[t is well, too, to avoid those varieties are cultivated from their youth up and
with short, thick stems, that must al
continue to be so until the end of the
1 would have as chapter.
ways be bad droppers.
Lead
of
much of quality as po*sibie, but there
Al! Kin.!s
Pipe Repairing,
FERTILIZERS.
must be distinction made between varie
and Iron.
never
should
I
put auy manure or
ties for a commercial orchard and those
fertilizer of any kind about the roots of
for family use.
Telephone 1:14-11.
theyouog trees when planted. A mulch
AVOID NOVELTY.
of coarse manure above the ground may
I would avoid novelty. Many varie- be a very good thiug. Just enough maJ.
îles are excellent in the place where nure to keep the trees growing thrifty
they originate, but taken into a new until they come into bearing, and then
Country, particularly a southern variety usually it may be applied with a liberal
brought north, it is extremely doubtful hand. Of course, there can be too
whether they will be profitable at all. much to induce the rank growth spoken
Temple Street, rear Matonic Block,
[t is a most serious thing for a man to of above, but of this there need be no
NORWAY
plant heavily of some variety and find danger if one will observe bis trees and
Telephone Connection.
ten years hence wheu it comes into refrain from applying the manure when
L>earug that it is uot at all suited to his there are indications that there is too
and
;jndition. Then, too, 1 would select much wood growth. It ought to be
'h<<se varieties that are best adapted to noedlecs to say that manure, or in fact
HOUSE
tbe markets, most acceptable to tbe any kind of fertilizer, ought to be aplor
KANUES.
MAUEE
Aient
;rower, and apple» that are good han
plied not about the base of the tree, but
127-12.
Telephone
J1ère.
at least as far out as the branches exWith the exception of such varieties tend.
the Tompkins
us
County King and
NORWAY. MAINE.
Twenty Ounce, for example, which are
Making Converts.
not hardy ou their own roots, and if
;rown at all must be grown on some
FROM THE POOREST FARMERS ARK .MADE
strong stock like the Spy or the Tallman,
THE BEST.
I would se: the varieties that are wanted
rather than try the plan of setting strougThat they
»r growers and top working.
Rosa Pendleton Childs, in Review of
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
ire more hardy and will produce earlier
Reviews for November, explains the
is a beautiful theory, but in actual pracprocess of winning over an unsuccessful
tice it dues not work out. The trees are
farmer:
likely to be misshapen and come into
An agent goes into a territory aud
beariug less early than where they are seeks a hard-working farmer, who, like
root budded or grafted, and with the exhis neighbors, fails from year to year in
ceptions noted above, the only advantage his crop. Ue persuades this mau to
or
his
take
buds
is
able
one
to
is, that
sign a contract to work a small portion
scions from bearing fruits of known of his
farm, usually an acre, according to
merit.
Government directions. This plot is
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The

"What's tlie matter?" prowled Em
erson. "Why don't wo got under way?"
But the other replied:
Them tips are smok"Not today.
ing. see!" He Indicated certain gauzy
streamers that floated like vapor from

highest pinnacles.

the

"That's snow,

dry snow, and It shows that the wind
Is blowing up there. We dassent tackle
It."

"Do you mean we must lie here waiting for an absolutely calm day?"

"Exactly."
"Why. It may be

week!"
"It may be two of them; then, again
It may be all right tomorrow."
"Nonsense! That breeze won't hurt
a

anybody."

"Breeze!" Bait laughed. "UY more
like a tornado up yonder. No: we've
just got to take it easy till the tight
moment comes and then make a dash.
It's thirty miles to the nearest «tick
of timber, and once you get Into the

pass you can't stop till you're through."
The next dawn showed the mountain
peaks limned like clean cut Ivory
against the steel blue sky, and as they
altcrept up through the defiles the
of
was so motionless that the smoke
their pipes hung about their heads,
while the creak of their soles ujwn
the dry surface of the snow roused
echoes from the walls on either side.
At first their progress was rapid, but
In time the drifts grew deeper and

bluffs where they were
forced to notch footholds, unpack their
load and relay it to the top, theu free
and haul the sled up with a
the

they

came to

dogs

rope hand over baud.
It was early In the afternoon when
the Indian stopped and began testing the air.
"Feels like wind," said Bait, with a
shake of bis head. The native began

to chatter excitedly, and as they
stood there a chill draft fanned their
Little wisps of snow vapor
cheeks.
began to dance upon the ridges, whisk
lng out of eight as suddenly as they
appeared. They became conscious of
a sudden fall in the temperature and
they knew that the cold of interstellar
space dwelt In that ghostly breath
which smote them. Before they were
well aware of the ominous significance of these signs the storm was
upon them, sweeping through the
chute wherein they stood with rapidly
Increasing violence. The terrible unseen hand of the frozen north had unleashed Its brood of furies, and the
ulr rang with their hideous cries.

There

was no

question 9$ feeing

the

hurricaue
The
course.
downward
"till harried them with unabated fury,
when all at once they came to another
bluff where the ground fell away
abruptly. Without waiting to investigate whether the slope terminated in
a drift or a preclpace, they flung them
Down they floundered,
selves over.
the two half sensible men tangled to
geiher as if in a rare for total oblivion,
only to plunge through a thicket of
willow tops that whipped and stung
them. On they went, now vastly heartened. over another ridge, down an
other declivity, ami then into a grove
of spruce timber, where the air sud-

denly stilled, and only the treetops told

|

named

gether.
Cherry had given Eiuersou a flask
of liquor before starting, aud this he

divided between Fraser and the
having wisely refused It to
them until shelter vas secured. Then
he melted snow iu Bait's (in cup and
pints of hot water Into the pair
now

guide,

poured

until the adventurer began to rally,
but the Aleut was too far gone, aud
an hour before the laggard dawu came
In· <1i<wl

wan well spent wbeu they
into Katmai and plodded up
to a half rotted log store. A globuiar
quarter breed Russian trader took them
In and administered to their most cry

The duy

struggled

lug needs.

As soon us Emerson was able to
talk he Inquired concerning the mal)
boat.
"She called here three days ago.
bound west," said the trader.
"That's all right. She'll be back In
about a week, eh?"
"She won t stop coming back."
"Wbat!" Emerson felt himself sick

eaing.

"No; she won't call here till next
month, and then if it's storming she'll
on her
go on to the westward and land
way back."
"How long will that beï"
"Maybe seven or eight weeks."
In his weakened condition the young

groped for the counter to support
himself. So the storm's delay at the
foot of the pass had undone him'
Tate, In the guise of winter, hud un
furled those Moating snow banners
from the mountain peaks to thwart

man

him once more!
Out of consideration for his t-ompan
Ions Emerson did not acquaint them
with the evil tidings until the nest

morning: moreover, he was swallowed
up In black despair and had no heart
left in him for any further exertion
He had allowed the Russian to show
hltn to a bed. upon which he Hunt: him
self, half dressed, while the others fol
lowed suit.

Emerson fell into a
it wae late in the day
every muscle aching,
every step attended

deep sleep,

am.

when be η woke,
every joint stiff,
He
with pain.

found his companions up and alreadj
breakfasted. Big George none the worse

for his ordeal, while Fraser, bandaged
nnd smarting, was his old shrewd self
"Have you heard about the mall
boat?" asked Emerson.

"No.!'

"We've missed lier."
"What d'you mean?" demanded Big

George blankly.

"I mean that that storm delayed us
Just long enough to ruin us."
"Why—er— let's wait till the uexi

offered the fisherman.
Emerson shook Ills head. "She inaj
No'
not be back here for eight weeks
We're done for."
Bait was like a big boy In distress
His face wrinkled as if he were about
to burst Into loud lamentations. Then

trip,"

a

thought seized him.

"Where in
he cried.

blazes is this steamer?"

"Out to the westward somewhere."

"Well, she's

a

mall boat, ain't she?

Then why don't she stop here coming
back? Answer me."
The rotund man shrugged his fat
shoulders. "She's got to call at Uyak
bay going east"
Emerson looked up quickly. "Where
Is Uyak bay?"
"Over on Kadlak Island."
"When Is the boat due at Uyak?"

Emersou asked.
"Most any time inside of a week."
"How far is that from here?"
"It alu't so far-only about fifty
piles." Then, catching the light that

me

miner β

kjw,

7"

mvuui

of boats here."

"Nothing bat skin boats, kyaks and
bldarkas. you know.
Anyhow, you
couldn't cross at this time of yearIt's too stormy. These straits is the
worst piece of water on tbe coast
No; you'll have to wait"
Emerson stared hopelessly at the
fire.

»

The disheartened man started at thla
Juncture as If a sudden thought Impelled him and followed Bait out Into
the cold. He turned down the bank to
the creek, however, and made a careful examination of ail tbe canoes that
Fifteen minwent with tbe village.
utes later be had searched out the diagram led fisherman nnd cried excited-

ly:

"I've got it!

We'll catch that boat

yet Γ
"How?" growled the big man sourly.
"There's a large open skin boat, an
ootulak. down on tbe beacb. We'll hire
a crew of Indians to put us across to

Uyak."

"Can't he done." said Big George,
btlll grullly. "It's the wrong season.
Vou km κ the Sbcllkof straits Is a bad
place et«11 for steamships at this time
of year.
They're like that pass up

youder, only worse."
"But It's only fifty miles across."
"Fifty miles of that kind of water
In an open canoe may be just as bad
And I
as COO—unless you're lucky.
ain't noticed anything so darned lucky
about us."
"It's our only chance. Are you
game?"
"Come on," cried Big George; "let's
find I'etellin!"
That worthy uttered a shriek of denial.

"In summer, yes. but now—you can't
do it. It has been tried too often. The
etralte Is always rough, and tbe
weather is loo cold to sit all day In
au oomlak; you'd freeze."
"We'll chance it."
"No. no. no! If it comes on to storm
you'll go to sea. Tbe tides are strong;
you can't see your course nnd"—
"We'll use a compass. Now, you get
me enough men to handle that oomlak;
that's a good fellow. I'll attend to the
rest."
"But they wou't go," declared the
little fat man.
"They know what it

Why"—

means.

I'll do tbe talking."
"Call them In.
And accordingly the storekeeper went
in search of tbe village chief, shaking
his head nnd muttering at the madness of these people.
But It all proved useless. Tbe natives would not risk It. Desperate, tbe
three men lifted up a bout themselves
and resolved to make the attempt

of the rushing wind above.
It was well nigh au hour before Bait
and Emerson succeeded in starting a
tire, for it was desperate work groping

for dry branches, and they themselves
were on the verge of collapse before
the timid blaze Anally showed the
two more unfortunate ones huddled to-

lino

hastened to observe: "But you can't
get there. It's across the strait»—Shel·
Ikof straits."
"What of that! We can hire a sailboat and"—
"1 ain't got any sailboat. I lost my
sloop last year hunting sea otter."
"We can hire a small boat of some
sort, can't we. and get the native· to
put us across? There must be plenty

[TO

BE

CONTINCBO.]

ROYAL ACCOUNTS.
King of England In
Transacting Busine··.

Methods of the

No advertisement is more valuable
a
British tradesman tliau tie royal
narrant, which allows him to place the
royal arms over his place of business
to

and describe himself as "purveyor by
appointment to his majesty the king."
Each tradesman who has the royal

send In his bill at the end
of the month. It Is compared with his

custom must

ledger

account

kept

at

Marlborough

House and If correct Is paid in the
first week of the month No discount
Is asked on any of the royal accounts
Λ tradesman who receives the royal
custom

is informed that lie must sup-

ply goods at the lowest reasonable
prices, and there Is never any attempt
at bargaining by the olhciul of the
If a tradesman Is
royal household
thought to lie making extortionate
charges he simply loses the royal custom

Coal Is supplied to Marlborough
House by contract, the contracts being made for three years and the contractors paid in eM'i.il half yearly payments. Window cleaning, carpet clean-

ing and chimney sweeping are all done
by contract, and the glass frames of
large pictures are also kept clean by

contract.
Servants" wages are paid monthly,
the upper servants being paid by check
sent to each from the treasurer's department. The king's accounts for
clothes, cigars, theaters, newspapers,
books and other personal articles are

sent to his secretary, not the treasurer,
and are also paid monthly.—Toronto
Times.

•

CORE OF THE EARTH.
One of the Enigma» of Nature That
Science Cannot Solve.
Human beings know only a mere
skin of the surface of the earth, not
more than thirty miles deep, while the
globe is 8,000 tuiles in diameter. There
Is probably no oxygen at all below

thirty miles, and It Is difficult

to guess
what are the elements within. Probably the heaviest elements form ft
dense core near the center.
It is in some respects astonishing,
most alarmiug, that we are so completely devoid of any direct knowledge
of the constituents of the vast mas·

globe beneath us and really only
know the merest film. A skin or membrane one-twentieth of an inch la
thickness (the thickness ot kid or
brown paper) spread over a ball a little more than a foot In diameter represents the proportion between the
of

the known crust of the earth thirty
miles thick and the great globe ittelt
We are dependent on inference and
speculation for our notions ae to the
constitution of all that 1b beneath the
mere skin of thirty mile· thickness
on the globe's surface! Even what 1ft
thrown up by the biggest volcanoes
does not come from below this depth
or tell us what lies bidden there.—Ex-

change.
The Attraction.
must confess that I can't
Bee why so many people want to com·
here—no scenery, no amusements, no
good things to eat, absolutely no at-

Tourist-1

tractions. Inukeeper—Ah. slgnor, cey
come because we 'ave ce gr-ran' label
to stick on ce luggage.-Mexican Herald.

Civilization.
The upward sweep of civilization le
not unlike the rising of the incoming
tide. It advances and recedes, but each
advancc carries humanity to h higher
altitude than it had reached before.—
Β. 0 Rower.
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FORBES.

A

A TWOOD

I-Mltora anil

Proprietor·.
A. B. ITOKBU.

■ieoïos Μ. ATWOOD.

Tkhvs :—41.3ο a Tear If pal·! strictly In advance.
Mherwtae 12.00 a year. Single copte* 4 cenu.
ΑκτΕκπβκιίΕΧΤ*:— All !e*al vlvertliemenu
tre riven three conscctlve Insertions for $1.3C
l*r Inch in length of column. Specialcontract*
liable with 'oca), transient and τ early Hlvertlsere.

Job Psditiso —New type, fast presses, electric
low price*
power, experience·! workmen an<)
combine to make this department of our busln ·λ*

complete ami popular.

Parla HUL
First Baptist Church, Bev. G. W. r. Hill, pietor.
i"reaching every Sunday M 10 AS A. M.
Sunday School ·( >2. Sabbath evening service
at 7:30.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
7 30.
Alt
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30 p. M.
not otherwise connected are conllally Invited

Hammond is with
Dr. Charlotte F.
Mies Benjamin it Augusta, Ga. They
will occupy the cottage which President
Tait and his family bad during their
stay at Augusta two years ago. Mies
Leverich will spend the month of December with them.
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Shaw are visittheir eon Fred io Auburn for a few

ing

days.

Mrs. Dora Jordan of Auburn is here
spend the winter with her sister, Mrs.
J. C. Cummings.
—Annual State Dairy Meeting. Augu»ta.
D^.
Alfred Daniels, Francis Slattery, LesJan SV—Western Maine Poultry Association,
lie Bennett and Arthur and Harold Cole
N»w Hall, South Parle.
made up a deer huntiug party, who spent
the pa-it week at Andover. As they had
SKW ADVKKTlsKMENTS.
not returned at this writing results are

Coming Event*.

to

not

\uiaa Suggestion».
Waterman s lieai Fountain Pen.
HeallDit the Sick.
Hair Health.
The Doctor"·» Question.
Mom··.· flack.
Fine Hair fciruwer.
Your Vyes.
Appointment of KjecuW.
Plan.»
Warite-t.
Notice
Clothing at PluininerV
Notice to W'ster Takers.
L*.t r»;i.
Dr Kenne ly's Favorite Heine·!?.

Admiral and Mrs. Lyon and Mrs.
Luut, who have been at the Hubbard

Mere and There.
Some of the Democrats are complainare
ing that th* Republican»· of the state
altogether too fresh about picking out
their candidates for office and tryioi^ to
for them generally. But
run thing·»
surely our Dem icrafic friends ought not
of
to begrudge the Republicans a little
the fun which thev have been having
themselves for a generation or two.
"The more prohibition, the more
inliquor consumed,'' is the way sura*

revenue statistics
And yet the liquor manufacturers and
dea'ers, in their d»n»e stupidity, continue steadfastly opposed to prohibition.

terpret the internal

The Swiss solemnly propose to call an
international cuncil to consider reforming the ca'endar, so that it will be something like systematic. The calendar
needs reforming badly enough. What
with the Latin language, Roman mimerais. aud the calendar now in use.
ancient Rome is responsible f r a lot of
the modem
unnecessary trouble in
world. But reforming the calendar is

reforming our
almost
job
big
hodge-podge of weights and measures,

and

we

spunk

to

as

a

as

Americans haven't yet got up
tackle that.

Two of the country's important citie·».
New Orleans and San Francisco, are contending, almost if not quite fiercely, for
the honor of having the great exposition
which will celebrate the opening of the
Panama Canal in 1915. One of the
powerful arguments of San Francisco is
a fund of #17,-VJO.OOO already pledged for
the purpose by that city and in its behalf, while New Orleans' fund is only
$7,500,000. On the other hand. New
Orleans finds itschief argument in claiming to be the "logical point," and this
argument is enforced by well arranged
is not only
maps, showing that the city
two thousand miles nearer the canal
than San Francisco, but that it is almost
that distance nearer the center of population, and that at the same cost i* will
accommodate a much greater number of

people.

ρΛ By

the way, the

L&fficially

exposition

is

Dot

yet

authorized, but there is little

loubt that one will be held, and its locaion must be settled in the immediate
iture. if the exposition is not to bt·,
ke the other great expositions in the
asr generation, a year behind time,
'here is much feeling that the expo
iition business has been overdone, but
there is at least this much to be said
for it, that any one of moderate means,
who attends such an exposition with
see and
open eyes and open mind, can
learn more at the same expenditure of
in any
money than be conld possibly
other way. entirely apart from the pleasure-seeking features of it. A great exis one of the greatest educational institutions ever devise*!.

position

The decision of the Supreme Court,
affirming the constitutionality of the
Sturgis law and the Havey law, is not of
interest that it
the same absorbing
would be if it were not practicaltv
[assured that those laws have only about
a month more in which to exist, nevertheless it means quite a lot to Penobscot
County, which will have to settle to the
tune of about 120.000 for the work of
the Sturgis deputies, as well as to several
other counties which will be mulcted io

smaller

sums.

The Supreme Coort decide*, in answer
to inquiries by Governor Kernald, that
Clerk
tne voters who voted for "Connty
io the late election were not mieled by
the title, and that the candidate wbr> received the largest number of votes for
that position should be declared elected
to the office of "Clerk of the Judicial
Really, about the funniest
Courts."
is
thing in connection with this affair
that from time immemorial, in order to
elect a "Clerk of tbe Judicial Courts,
voting for "Clerk of
we have been
Courts," a term which does not appear
This year, because we
in the statutes
voted for that officer under a title which
does appear in the statutes, we got al'
snarled up.
Maine News Notes.
Tbe Atlantic Shore Line Railway (electric», has been -old under mortgage, and
the company will be reorganized.
Car! R. Pierce of Livermore Ifalls,
the Maine
years of age. a brakeman on
Central, died iu a l,f»i»tnD hospital
Tuesday as the result of injuries received the night before wheu be walked off
a car while shifting at Chisholm.

South Bristol will endeavor to beset
off from the town of Bristol, aud made a
town by itself. South Bristol is a summer resort, at quite a distance from the
It is under
maiu part of the town.
stood that there will be little opposition
to the division, as it is recognized that
there is a great d ffereuce in the interests
of the two communities.

Joseph Fletcher, a respected citizen of
Kittery, died Thursday from the effects
<>f a deep gash in his throat made with a
He
razor with which he was shaving.
bad been ill for a week with nervous
prostration and brain fever. He was
conscious long enough after being found
to state that it was an accident. He
was 65 years of age, and had a family.

an employe in the
Maine Central round house at Bruns
wick, was fatally injured when he was
struck by a train. He was standing be
tween the tracks as two trains came into
the station in opposite directions, and
while he watched one train he was struck
io tbe back by a cylinder head on the
other. He was about 55, and leaves a

Joseph Garaache,

family.

The People's Safe Deposit and Savings Bank, at Bath, bas closed its doors
by request of the state bank commissioner. The reduction of its dividend
rate from 4 to 3 1 2 per cent was followed
by a h«-»vy withdrawal of deposits, and
it is probable that the bank will go into
liquidation. It is thought that the depositors will get the fui! amount of their

deposits.

At tbe special election held Nov. îitfth
in tbe legislative class composed of the
towns of Atkinson, Brownvtlle, Medford,
Milo, Lake View, Orneville and Williamsburg, William H. Monroe of Brownville,

Republican,

was

elected

as

reported.

Representa-

tive to tbe Legislature, defeating Hiram
Gerrisb of Brownville, the Democratic
candidate, by a majority of 21 votes.
The total Tote thrown was 60S. This
special election was made necessary
owing to a tie vote at the State election
when the same candidates received 574
vote* each. This class has been m Republican stronghold, the ordinary majority being about 500 votes.

House for a few weeks since closing
their houses here, leave Tuesday for
N't-w York and will sail from that port
for Barbados on the tenth.
Leslie Ε Newell and family have gone
to Ins mother's farm in Sumner for a
time where Mr. Newell is engaged in
ge'tiDg out wood and pulp wood. They
have closed their house here.
f>r. and Mrs. Charles L. Aldrich have
moved to their new homp, formerly the
J.tiius K. Hammond place, which they
have remodeled aud improved, tnakiug
it one of the best place* in the village.
Miss Ella Clark has gone to Massachuse'ts where she will spend the wiuter,
and her home here i« closed.
There is an unclaimed letter at the
po«t office for Mrs. L. C. Park».
Ureen wood.
Dec. 1. That means just an even
but it doesn't necesmonth more in
saiih mean 'hat all of us will live to see
the death of tha old year and the birth
of the uew. There have been from two
to half a dozen deaths to rec >rd every
m nth thus far, and there is no reason
to think the pre<»nt and last will be an
exception. We have become acquainted
w th a large number of people,
during
our life of -SO years, and the loncer time
runs on, the more rapidly these persons

drop awnv.

now a word in passing in regard
Thanksgiving, to show the folly of
appoiu'ing that day so late in the sea-

And

to

as winter is coming on. almost
to be uucomfortable from cold or
Hereafter it is hoped our sta'e
st^rm.
and uational bosses will appoint that
testai da. at least a month earlier, when
the pumpkins are ripe, the rooster? well
fatted oa grasshoppers, and everyb-xiy
in good plight to be thankful, or at least
ought 7o be.
That 10-iucb snowstorm was eo wet
that it br<>ke down trees, telegraph and
telephone wires, and bent bushes into
the ronds, thus impeding travel until removed; and much of the snow is on yet
and the weather remains moderate.
Our school, a term of 10 weeks, closed
two weeks ag >, and after a vacation of
me week, commenced again Monday for
mother term of the same length. That
is overdoing the
our scholars think
thins; that they have had schooling
enough until spring; and since the distance to travel is nearly a mile, with
winter just coming on, if they were our
children instead of grandchildren, their
school would be a' home until the spring
There is sometimes too
term opens.
much of a good thing.
Miss Mary E. Brooks has beeu in the
employ of Mrs. Granville Felt of Woodstock nearly tive years, and thinks that
is long enough to work as seivaut girl.
While at home recently on a vacation,
she made us a brief but very pleasant
visit.
Deer hunters in every direction, but
only one shot so far as kuown, and Frank
Morgan was the lucky man. Wi ! Farr
assisted in the capture and therefore entitled to one half the animal.

son,
-ure

just

Bethel.
Cheater H. Bean of New York, who ia

employed

is the

bridge

oooatraotion de-

partment of the Erie railroad, spent only
a few days' vacation with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Bean, being called

back by the illness of one of the assistants.
Mrs. Eliza Chase of Bluebill has been
spending a few weeks with her daughter.
She returned to
Mrs. A. E. Herrick.
her home with her son, Judge Chase, to

spend Thanksgiving.

BockfMd.
Mr. and Mr·. Pred Taylor of Boaton
a rteit
relatives here for a
from Mrs. J. G. Billings of Bethel, Dis- ! îave been visiting
_.,
trlet Deputy Grand Matron, Thursday I ew daji.
Fred Caewell lost a finger and cut bis
evening. Refreshments were served and land
at
machine
tbe
moulding
badly on
a pleasant evening passed.
The Jolly Twelve Whist Club was en- I ;he brash factory last week.
There is to be an entertainment at
tertalned at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
iesinscott Hall Friday evening.
L. M. Irish Tnesdav evening.
The remain » of Isaac F. Saunders, late
Dr. and Mrs. Ο. K. Yates have returnburled in the Lowell
ed from Lewiston where they were de- »f Hebron, were
Buckfleld, Friday, Dec. 2.
ligbtfully entertained during Thanks- Cemetery,
Mrs. C. M. Irish is in West Paris with
giving by their niece, Mrs. Cross.
The Happy-βο-Lucky Whist Club ier daughter, Mrs. H. H. Wardwell.
was entertained by Mr. and Mm. Bert
North Parla.
Day Friday evening· Mrs. Bert Day and
Six of the seven children of Mr. and
E. J. Mann won the prizes for highest
for
Wut Perte.
West Parla Ο. Ε. Star received

Mrs. Will Bryant shot a fine large buck
Tumbledown Dick Mountain. Mrs.
Bryant has become quite successful in
both fishing and hooting.
A laage number of deer have been score.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. Packard of
brought out of the woods, both by our
have been with the
local hunters and these who come for a Lisbon Palls, who
family of Augustus L. Bacon since Mr·.
few days' bunting.
returned to their home at
Dr. Ο. H. Brann of Augusta, formerly Bacon's death,
afternoon.
with Dr. Tu ell, spent Thanksgiving with Lisbon Falls Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Mann arrived home
friends in Bethel.
a visit with relatives in
Last Monday the little son of Mr. and Wednesday from
Mrs. Percy Chapman died from the ef- Massachusetts.
Henry M. Tuell was taken to the Infects of whooping cough.
at Augusta Monday mornDr Β. Β. Tibbett*' brother is visiting sane asylum
in feeble health,
the doctor and enjoying the hunting ing. Mr. Tnel! bas been
probably caused by old age, for some
season.
II.
Mrs. W.
Young underwent a time.
Rev. H. H. Hoyt of East Hiram will
serious surgical operation at Dr. King's
at the Uni verbalist church Sunhospital in Portland and her many preach
Mr. Hoyt will
at 10:30.
Bethel friends are pleased to hear that day, Dec. 18th,
supply this pulpit one Sunday of each
her condition is considered favorable.
were mouth until the society can obtain a
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Kilborn
in
Portland
Kilborn
pastor.
T.
of
W.
guests
Mrs. A. D. Swift and Miss Elinor
Thanksgiving. The party of thirty-one Tuell
were In Lewiston Saturday.
dine<i aPthe Falmouth.
Dr. Edson Buker spent Sunday with
ladies of the Jolly Twelve wbist
The
hi» parents and left for Boston Monday.
at the
Schools in the brick building opened club gave a gentlemen's nigbt
Monday. The academy will re-open home of Mrs. Lutber Irish Tuesday
After playing proevening, Nov. 29.
Dec. 13.
all
F. E. Purrington, the station agent, gressive whist from 8:30 until 10:30,
to
the
dining-room, where a
has recovered from his operation and is adjonrned
chafing dish supper was served, the
out on the street.
table being
prettily decorated with
MIDDLE INTERVALE.
pinks. While toasts and speeches were
were awarded,
The funeral of Willis Chase occurred in progress the prizes
a handNov. GO at his home here, conducted by Mrs. Eva M. Swift receiving
J. Mann a pack
Undertaker H. A. Packard, and divine painted vase and Edwin
playing cards. Consolation
services by Bev Ε A. Davis of South of nice
were
P;»ris. Burial in the cemetery near the prizes causing much merriment
also awarded to Mrs. Elizabeth Irish and
Baptist church.
At
the
12:30
Curtis.
company disJohn M. Philbrook was here the 30th Otis
persed voting it the jolliest event of the
to attend the funeral of Mr. Chase.
The tloral tributes were very beautiful season.
in and about the casket of Mr. Chase,
Bryant's Pond.
and the two songs rendered by J. H.
Dearborn
The
Spool Co.'β mill has
Carter, with Miss Frances Carter organa few days.
Cole &
Ut, were beautiful and comforting to the «hut down for
Ricker, the proprietors, will leave Saturbereaved ones.
day for New York on a business trip.
West Bethel.
Percy J. Bowker left Monday for bis
••He growled abjut the weather—1( 'twae comln' homo in Wakefield, Mass.
hall ami enow.
The lumber has arrived for the parOr If the sun was sendln' all hie Urebrande be
sonage stable and the carpenters expect
low;
An* the reason he was growlln', he was jusl to have the building well along before
bom so.
Christmas.
Ernfst Cushman is recovering slowly
Growlln' In the daytime,
Growlln' In the night,
from an attack of rheumatic fever.
Solemn In the thun<f»rstorm
There is much discussion over the proAn' In the weather bright.
spective railroad to Rumford Palls.
He grow'ed about the bard times—he raise·! a
on

mournful song;
•The wo Id where we're allvln' is
me

wrong!'

An' he wa-n't halfw.ty
times came along.

Thurston and Waterhouse

a

treatln'ol

happy when the good

He didn't roll In clover
When the world was blight au' gay;
Growled the whole worlit over
Till he growled himself away."
—Atlanta Constitution.

The days will soon bo growing longer.
The winter term of school opened last
week.
George Κ life and family moved into
this village last Thursday.
Eggs have continued to advance in
price until they are 40 cents per dozen.
Autumn is growing old, and signs ol

are

logging

Hampshire for John McKenzie.
Nearly all of our sportsmen are up

in New

country bunting deer.
Mrs. Emily J. Felt is visiting in Can-

and Rumford this week.
Bowker of Colby, 1013,
Elmer R.
passed Thanksgiving with bis parents,
and returned to Waterville this week.
The high school closed this week and
the principal, Perley Ford, returns to his
home in Kennebunk for a two weeks'
vacation.
The common schools of Woodstock
will open for the winter term on Monday, Dec. 12; the high school opens
Monday, Dec. 19.
ton

Abbott were at borne
with seven grandchildreo.
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Trask visited her
notber in Cbesterville recently.
Mrs. Sarah Starbird has eo'.d ber place
md George Curtis has moved in.
Ralph Emery of Melrose, Mass., is
risitiog his cousin, Mrs. L. J. Abbott, for
ι few weeks
Tbe Ladies' Aid held a sale at Morriι ιυη'β Hall Friday, Dec. 2d.
Tbe Willing Workers will hold a fair
ind sale Monday, Dec. 12, in the afterAn oyster supper
ι ιοοη and evening.
ipitb pastry will be served after which
a
drama.
be
here will
Freeman Elliugwood has moved his
back to this place.
roods
|
Mrs. Jane SteveDe is very sick. She
îas a trained nurse and Mrs. Harrlman
I h also working there.
Pearl Parker and wife visited his sislister, Mrs. Trask, last week.
1

lire. A. J.

rhanksglving

Stephen H. Cummings.
Stephen Henry Curoroinge, who died
η
Norway, Nov. 26, was 78 yeare, 5
months, 22 days old, was born June 4,
1832, in the fine old colonial house at
pre*ent owned by Col. E. F. Smith, at
tbe foot of Pike's Hill, and by tbe road
which leads into the village. His father,
Stephen Cummings, was the grandson of
Jonathan
Cummings, proprietor of
"Cnmmings Grant," a part of the town
in

Norway's early history.
was the grandson of

Dr. Stephen
Cummings, a phyeioian and surgeon of
l>romineijce of Portland, Maine, in the
first half of the last century. His mother was Frances Whitney, or Fanny, as
the near relatives beet liked to call her,
daughter of Wm. Clark Whitney, who
bas held high county office, and was a
He

business man in this town.
Mr. Cummings1 pareofs, when he was
small boy, moved to East Bethel, and
after growing up in farm life to manhood, be went to Massachusetts to work
m a carpenter.
Following this trade a
Few years he returned to Norway, and
married Mary Louise Loring in 1868, of
Topsfleld, Maine. She died in 1873, aged
32 years. They bad no children.
Afterwards he went to Conway, Ν. H.,
ind cariied on a grain and feed mill fo.*
«bout ten years in company with Henry
Cotton. He again returned to his native
town and conducted a livery stable with
md for his brother John. His life work
also includes tbe manufacture of clothes
pins, sugar shook staves, and leather
goods. The oldest citizens will remember Mr. Cummings as an inventor of the
coll flat iron bandies and stove cover
lifters, which he patented and manufactured, and from which our modem
noil wire stove cover lifters and flat iron
bandies and oven door handles evoluted.
Mr. Cummings was tbe fourth child of a

prominent

William Clark Whitney
the oldest, after him,
Cummings
Sumner, who died in California; Ellen,
who married Otis True; then Stephen,
followed by Chas. B., John M., and Mrs.
approaching winter multiply.
111 am.
Real estate owners in this end of the
Harriett Cushman Tibbetts, formerly of
town have not been visited by the tax
Our entire community was saddened Fryeburg, now of Arlington, Mass., the
collector this year.
Saturday, Nov. 12, by the sudden death last of tbe family, and who survives.
"Uncle Steve," as be was called by tbe
Enough snow fell Tuesday to make of Mrs. Emma J., wife of Mr. Willard P.
quite good sledding, and many sleighs Pendexter, and daughter of Mr. John L. neighbors, had genuine sympathy for
were on the roads Wednesday.
and Mrs. Sabrina (Durgin) Huntress. troubled hearts. He loved children and
Deer hunters are tramping over mount- Mrs. Pendexter died only a few hours their society and hie little neighborly
ol
in
search
ains and roaming the valloys
after the birth of twin daughters. She kindnesses will be sadly missed. The
fresh tracks in the snow.
was born in Hiram 32 years ago last Funeral was held at the home of S. B.
before
more
Only twenty short days
June, having been married one year the Cummings, his nephew, Tuesday, Nov.
Christmas, and this week is not toe twentieth day of last October. Her loss 29th, at 1:30 P. M. Rev. M. C. Ward
will be Irreparable in her home, where ifficiated.
early to begin the selection of gifts.
Clarence A. Tyler and family have she leaves a husband, who was devoted
John's Letter.
moved here from Mason for the winter, to her, and an infant daughter, who will
and occupy the north half of the Scrib- miss her patient love and care. She in
Selfishness is the father of many a
ner house recently vacated by Alonza
also survived by a father and mother, malformed child, impish and sottish and
Mr. Weston B. Hunt- brutal. Monopoly could have no existan only brother,
Tyler.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Millard L. Mason
ress, and a little nephew, Master Rob- Bnco in this country were not selfishness
Ν.
H., ert C. Hun'ress, besides a large Dum- the mainspring of the human heart. It
laughter Doris of Greenfield,

and Maurice B. Mason of Bangor, are
visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. A1
bion P. Mason.
lockc s mine.
The forenoon passenger train from
Alfred Hobbs of North Bethel spent Portland, due here at 11:42, did nol
lis cousin, Mrs. Abbie
SuD'Iav with
Thursday until t P. M., owing tc
[arrive
I nrrAoli Hnwn the line.
Trask.
Mr. and Mis. Frank Bennett celebratWest Sumner.
ed their twenty-ttftb wedding anniverAt a meeting of the Ladies' Aid of the
sary last Tuesday.
Mrs. D. A. Thurston and children of Universalist church held Id the vestrj
Rumford Corner were at Mrs. Helen NTov. 20 the following officers were elect·
ed to eerve the ensuing year:
Bryant's Monday.
Mr·». Nellie Dudley and Mildred ChapPre*— Mrs. H. S. Robertson.
Vlce-Prcs.—Mrs. Hattle A. Jacobs.
man speDt several days at South Paris
Rcc. Sec.—M re. Alice L. Buck.
and Xorway la»t week.
Fin. Sec.—Mr. Harry Jacobs.
workN.
is
at
Brown
Lottie B. Kord.
Conwav,
H.,
Treas.—Mre.
Hoy
ing for the Conwav Lumber Co.
On account of bad walking the at
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Tirrell of Miiton tendance at the S. B. R. Club was ec
were in town Saturday.
small that the meeting was postponed
Will Coolidge is going into the hen for one week. The next meeting will bt
a
is
Will
a
scale.
business on
large
held at the home of Mrs. £. G. Small
hustler.
Dec 8.
The ladies of the Baptist society will
Welchvllle.
hold a fair in the Universalist vestrj
Mr. and Mrs. Se»h Ames spent Thanks- Dec. 7th. Aprons, fancy articles and
giving day with Mrs. Ames' sister, Mrs. home-made candies will be for sale
Ben Stone, at Hebrou.
Entertainment will be provided and s
Mrs. Alice Toothaker from Harpswell good time is expected.
Mies Bertha Swift is confined to the
is visiting her friend, Miss Agnes Puller.
John McNeil has gone to Upton, Me., house by a severe cold.
Mrs. M. P. Ford and little son of Hartbunting.
Miss Grace M. Warren speut Thanks- ford are with Mr. Ford's people for a
few days.
giving at her home.
There was a social dance in church
The Welchville Circle wiil hold a sale
Music wac
hall Thursday
in December.
evening.
Miss Emma Washburn has gone to furnished by Clinton Bisbee violin, Mrs
1'. G. Barrett organ. All present reMassachusetts for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Patterson spent port a very enjoyable evening.
Mrs. W. A. Bonney is in very pooi
Thanksgiviug with her mother, Mrs.
health.
Jane Sou le.
Physicians have decided that
nhe will have to submit to a surgica
North Stoneham.
operation.
Mrs. Nancy J. Colby of Rumford Cen
C. Κ Flanders of Livermoro Falls and
Weu lall Flanders from Norway spent tre visited and inspected Wm. A. Bar
rows
W. R. C. Monday evening. While
Tbauksgiving with their mother, Mrs.
here she was entertained by Mrs. E. G.
V W Mason.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. McKeen have mov- Small. She left for her home Thursday
ed to Waterford. Their friends and morning.
The school in this village taught by
neighbor* were very sorry to have them
Vdrian Holmes commenced
Monday,
move away.
after the Thanksgiving recess.
Kphraim Durgin weut to Sweden to Vov. 23,
Pond
the
one
at
Pleasant
Also
taught by
carry his beans that he raised on Κ M.
xliss M. A. Heald. Mr. Holmes is havMcKeen's place.
was
There
severe
a
cold.
only one
from
ing
Albany
Periey Adams and family
of the
are visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. •iossion Wednesday on account
teacher's illness.
Sylvester Adams.
Mrs. Effie Robinson, who has been
Β ryl McKeen was at home from Norway a few days last week
keeping house for E. W. Chandler, in
Mildred Frost visited at Augustus preparing to go to the sanatorium ai
Manning's in Waterford during her vaca- Hebron. Mrs. Frances Dunham will
take her place as housekeeper for Mr.
tion.
Chandler, and care for Mrs. Robinson'#
little daughter Myrtle.
Denmark.
Deer have been quite plentiful in tbic
Mr. Fred Alexander shot a tine deer
Leslie Chandlei
vicinity recently.
Nov. :{0:h.
and Lynn
shot a tine deer
Harry Smith also shot a due deer Nov. Farrar shot one Wednesday
Thursday.
30.
It is reported that Mrs. Annie Pur·
East Bethel.
riugton Hale has sold her cottage here
Mrs. A. M. Bean visited relatives at
at the corner.
Berlin. Χ. II., last week.
A. W. Belcher has returned from his
Mrs. J. L. Holt visited at F. G. Sloan'e
ten days' vacation in Boston, S >merville,
at Albany the past week.
and i.awrence, Mass.
Mr. Nelson Mann of Hanover is a
The heavy snow storm of Tuesday has
at Porter Farwell's.
caused much damage to the telephone guest
Miss Bertha Cole is workiug for J. B.
lines in this place.
Roberts at Hanover.
Ζ W. Bartlett, Urban Bartlett and
North Waterford.
Master Willis Bartlett with others went
The drama, How the Story Grew, will
to Andover last week on a hunting trip.
be played Saturday evening by eight
Mr. M Bean has gone to Lovell for a
female characters, Also a short farce.
week's hunting with Β. E. Brown and
Dancing after the farce. Packard's Orothers.
chestra will furnish music.
Mr. G. M. Bartlett will work Z. W.
Mr. and Mrs. J-ss Littletield and son
Bartlett this winter.
spf nt Thanksgiving at Sidney Hatch's at
Mis. Etta Bean has gone to Norway to
Stoneham.
do dressmaking.
Riley McKeen, who purchased the
Miss Eva Bean and Frankie Bean are
Knight place some time ago, has got all
boarding at Porter Farwell's.
moved.
Miss Elsie Bartlett visited Portland a
Raymond Knight of East Lynn spent few
days last week.
Thank tgiving here with his mother and
sisterr. Re and bis cousin, Winifred
Hebron.
Kuight, have been camping at the PlayThe W. R. C. met Friday, the 25th.
house.
Miss Daisy Cushman returned to her
Will McAllister is sawing wood with a
teaching in Somenrille, Mass., on Sunday
steam engine.
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. George have been
West Buckfietd.
frieuds in Massachusetts for a
Out-of-tbe village schools close Deo. visiting
few weeks.
2.
Dr. Parmelee failing to get a comfortA box supper and entertainment at the
able rent for the winter has moved his
Allen school Friday evening.
to Auburn.
S. G Barrett and family of Sumner family
Mrs. J. C. Donbam and grandson,
were at 0. D. Warren's Thanksgiving.
Buck spent Drew Stearns, are spending a week with
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Stearns at South
Thanksgiving week in East Somerville, Paris.
Mass.
The snowstorms the last two days
W. L. Harlow'· family were all tolike winter. ▲ warm
make it look
gether Thanksgiving with the exception rain, a few quite
hours of bright sunshine
of one daughter, Mn. Otis Rawson, who
would make it look different.
lives in Haverhill, Mass.
Mrs. L. B. Merrill spent Tuesday with
Fred Bennett who recently returned
Mrs. ▲. M. Richardson.
from Canada is in poor health.
~

ber of relatives and friends, who mourn
lier untimely death. The funeral services were held at her late residence Tuesday, Nov. 15, at two o'clock p. m. Rev.
J. R. Remick of the Cornish M. E.
church officiated. He spoke words of
comfort and consolation to a large number of relatives and friends who bad
•Assembled to offer their tribute of love
and respect to her beautiful life. The
floral offerings were beautiful, made by
relatives, friends, and Cornish Grange,
of which she was a member. She was
an active member of the church, being a
teacher in the Sunday School, also a
tcaclior of music. Her quiet and affectionate manner,
pure and steadfast
Christian character, the patience and
fortitude with which she bore her last
illness, all help to perpetuate the memory
of her pure and peaceful life. The good
All-father, whoso love exceedeth ours,
has called her home, where she will
never know sorrow or care, for no pain
or death can enter there.

Miss

Lizzie Clemons,

School,

a

student of

will teach In
Durgintown this winter. Miss Clemons
has taught fora number of years in town
with excellent success.
Miss Ernestine L. Wentworth and Mr.
Warren A. Bailey have returned from
Massachusetts where they have been
spending a few weeks with relatives.
Messrs. Harvey and Hartley Pendexter
have recently purchased a valuable horse.
Born in Hiram, Nov. 25, to the wife of
Mr. Stephen J. Adams, a daughter,
Gorham

Normal

(Thelma Eliza.)

East Sumner.

The first

sleighs

out

appeared

on

Nov.

.'»0th, but the much needed rain is still

delayed much to the discomfort of those
obliged to haul water for stock.
School opened again on Monday after
one week's vacation, and in charge of
another teacher.
W. H. Eastman was in Stoneham last
week on a petitiou for location of a road.
Phila Bosworth returned from a four
weeks' visit in New Hampshire on Tuesday.

Members of Union Grange will present
drama aud serve a supper at their hall
on Tuesday eveuing, Dec. Oth.
Algernon Ryerson of West Minot has
been visiting relatives in town for a few

a

days.

Both stores at East Sumner are well

stocked with seasonable goods and trade
is

good.

Oxford.
The ladies of the Congregational Circle met with Mrs. John Elden Wednesday afternoon.
The ladies of the M. E. circle will give
a supper and sale December 13.
Rev. Samuel Eaton of Sumner preached at the Congregational church Sunday.
Mrs. Baldwin and son spent Tnesday
with Mrs. Frost.
The Heraey Guild met Monday evening with Miss Lilian Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Rich bave moved
from Welchville on to Republican

Avenue.

Miss Harriet Andiews spent a few
days with relatives in Gardiner.
Linwood Keene has returned from
the hospital.
Miss Verna Denning spent Thanksgiving with her parents in South Paris.

large family.

was

passes legally current that corporations
have no souls worth mentioning, that
the impelling power is greed, that the
source of all their inspiration is gain,
the greatest gain with the smallest outlay, and no matter if the toiling millions
are empty as the "vulgar air,1'if only
they are full. One other instance where
the Golden Rule is set aside for a leaden
one that weighs down the world with
needless cares and sorrows. The love
of neighbor does not enter there, but the
love of pelf and the love of power.
That inspiration was not drawn from
the Ooepel fount. The teachings of Him
who spoke as never man spake meet with
And those who
no favor in Wall Street.
tamper ni:h the bread of the people,
snd create "corners'' in life's necessaries,
are not among those who visit the widow
in her affliction and keep themselves unspotted from the world. They are not
of those who give a cup of cold water
even in the name of the Master; who
clothe the naked, feed the hungry and
visit the sick and in prison. But they
are of those who hold lightly all things

sacred and divine.

We test the vine by taeting the grape,
and the conclusion is that that is the
kind of grapevine they are, and grafting
an
would be
advantage every way.
What they count as gaiu is everlasting
loss when thus obtained—a world gained
and a life wasted. Balance the account
and give us the result !
After a few fieet years whose shall be
the heaped up riches, wrung like blood
from the heart of the wretched and
wrenched remorselessly from the worn
and weary hands of toil, when they have
gone down to the darkness and stillness
uf the grave where there is no oppression
and no scheming for that which perishes
with the using, and where all are eqnal,
the king and the beggar, the rich and
the poor, the oppressor and the oppressed, the bond and the free?

John.

Railway Landscape (lardening.

In recent years many of the American
Railways have given a great amount of
attention to the beautifying of the
grounds surrounding their stations,
freight sheds, etc. The Grand Trunk
Railway System have not been behind in
this good work as is observed by an
editorial in the Ootober number of the
'Railway Master Mechanic' published in

While threading
Battle Creek, Mich.
bis way through the beds of geraniums,
which beand
orchids
popples, pansies
leck the grounds, the doubter, if be is a
pessimist, will perhaps offer the opinion
that probably gardening and not It comotive repairing is the specialty of the
ihops. Indeed, if the comparisons are
:arried far enough, one is inclined to
wonder if there may not be some cooaeotion between this deviation to tbe
Mstbet'-c an 1 résulte as evidenoed in
luality and quantity of the output of
repair shop work."

very poorly

Little Ruth Lewis of Albany is visiting ber aunt, Mrs. C. S. Molntire.

East Greenwood.

Will Tates has purchased a pair of
work horses, also Frank Ring a pair
from the Andrews Brothers.

Maud Swan and Bertha Corbett have
gone to Georgia (or the winter.
George Brooks and family have moved
into the Finns' Hall at West Paris.
Jease Daniel visited at William Wood-

It I· a Queer 8ubstanoe Endowed With

Peculiar Properties.

Howard Co.'·.

So-called
Cured by
AN

separate and form crystals, amid which

:he glyurin will remain in its natural
state of tlnldirj*. If suddenly subject
<«d to intense cold pure glycerin will
form a gummy mass which cannot be
entirely hardened or crystallized. Altogether It is quite a peculiar sub-

DON'T GET TOO SEDATE.
Gocd For Grown Persons ai
For Children.

necessary to keep
a grown man young and a middle aged
man from grow ing old as it is to make
Wordsa
child grow Into a man.
worth's lines are as sound physiology
as

good poetry:

as

My heart leaps up when I behold
The rainbow In the sky.
So was it when my life began;
So be It when I am a man
Or let ir.e die.

childhood we play because we
in middle age we an
are young,
we
young localise we play, and If
keep it up we shall never know that
we are old until we are one day suddenly dead. Yet the absurd Idea has
grown up, and Mrs. tirundy has adopted it with her usual fatuousness, that
play is something undignified in a
mown man stnd unbecoming in a lady
Vnd this unfortunately is one of tin
In

A bold attempt was made early in the
norning of Nov. 20th to blow open tbe
rault of the First National Bank at
iticbmond, but it failed, although ap>arently three attempts were made with
litroglycerine. A safe expert who was
called thought they were professionals

ind that their supply of explosive· gave
>ut. The inner door of tbe vault was
lot

damaged.

BANKS ON SURE THING NOW.

is's last week.
"I'll never be without Dr.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter ) iiife Pills again," writes A.
Penley fell with a piece of glass in hi· ( 147 Elm St., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

King's Now
Scbingeck,
"They ourband, cutting hit wrist to that a pby- < >d me of ohronio constipation when all
sician was called to dress the wound.
< ithers failed."
Unequaled for BillousThe school In District No. 4 did not ι tess, Jaundice, Indigestion, Headache,
on acoonnt of the IllnaM ( 'hills, Malaria and Debility.
last
week
25c at the
keep
of the teacher, Miss Cushman.
( /baa. H. Howard Co.'·.

ASTOUNDINO

CURE

OF

PONTIACS AND BEACH JACKETS. $2.00. 2.50. 3.00.4.00
UNDERWEAR, CAPS, GLOVES, MITTENS. RUSSIAN
VESTS.

DELAY?

WHY

NOYES

H.

F.

XMÂS™

SUGGESTIONS
APRONS.

Tea apruus of plain, «lotte<i aod crou
Don't fail to see the display, the
bar muNlin, handsomely trimmed *.tt
aeroplane bows, Persian trimmed stocks
*·«,
and jabots, Swiss jabots, Persian, lace bamburg and lace, ltfe,
Large aprons trimmed, ·£· ·, > T'c.
and silk bows, fifty styles to select from

THOMAS BUCKLEY*.

■

25c and 50c.

NEW DEPARTMENT.

BELTS.
Plain and fancy elastic, Persian and
fancy braid with fancy buckles in holiy
boxes, 25c, 50c, 75c, ?1 00.

Our usual

An Unreasonable Friend.
Several young artists In IMiiladelphi.
ire telîîii.' a story «m another wiel.let
>f tli brush who is a fellow meiiibet
in a ii. tie club. One of the rules of t'.n
club is th.it ea h member must k(v[
his finished paintings up to a certaii
nuiu!·«»;·. '> he artist on whom the st>»r.\
Ill
is toiil l·: li" ed for lii< indoioii e.
Ui p: up to îh" retirement re jardin·,
number, but never exceeds It. Hit
the artis

nrob'bly would be very comfortably
flxtd fln.m hilly. as he has consider
ible tab nr. As a matter of fact. In
Is uc*filly o:i the edge of penury. S.-v
wat
era 1 «1 i.vx ago. when his exchequer
him it
umisu dly low. a friend visited

<

:i a

« «

a

the

enim*
IVtket·

books in black and tan leather», .'c t
?·-> 98.

NEW LINENS.
Unusually large line "f fine am! pretty
in Tray Cloths. Lundi cijtU

pirces

Doilies, Scarfs and Shams.

<

ue
•'Λν.\ don t αο mai.
another."you (!o I'll have to paint
Philrdelphia Times.
»

|

sugges

lively defined as a jingling expression
vaguely imitating the hurried elattei
of feet rapidly nod Irregularly moved

Norway, Maine, Nov. 29, 1910.
I bave been suffering with a bad
double in tbe rigbt long (or tbe past six
year», caused by repeated hemorrhage*
and pleurisy. I was unable to get a normal breatb. My stomach was weak and
inactive and 1 wax thoroughly discouraged about my condition. 1 had been
told by different physicians that I would
never recover; but now, since taking joui

.Must dictionaries, however, led astraj

probably by the ordinary orthography
have missed the true etymology of this
phrase. It should he "helter kelter.'
••Helter" is uu uld word for "hang.'
probably connected with halter, and
"kelter" Is used by "Id writers In tin

Electro Medical Treatment» I am feeling
all right. I have no pain in my lung and
the soreness is all gone. My stomach is

of "order" or the proper state
Thus Barrow, the divlue. says. "If ι ht
organs ot prayer be out of kelter how
can we pray?" "Helter skelter." there
fore, is literally "hang order" anc
meaus. "Oh. hang order: let us do it
Hen Jon
or let It
take its chance"
Ills Humor'
son In "Every Man In
sense

in Ace condition and I can eat anything
I like, and wish that others wh-> are suffeiing now, as I was would take this
treatment.
Scant E. CONKAI>.

Tbe Doctor has the enormous machine
entirely under control, and while it is
powerful, yet it is so gentle that one
soon overcomes the fee'ing of fear which
such a mysterious thing incites.
He is a man of commanding personal! y.
His kindly and benevolent face
has the strength and confidence about it
which comes from a thorough knowledge
He believes that tbe
of his subj'Ct.
cauFe should first be removed and that
patients desire to get well quickly and
permanently without using any deleterious drugs or pernicious use of the
knife.
If there is a lack of vital energv, <>f
nerve force, a general depression of the
functions, electricity, properly selected
and carefully applied, will quickly correct and return the patient to health.
This you may be as sure of as you are
the sun will rise tomorrow.
Whatever bis methods of treatment
are, it is a fact that many patients who
have been given up as hopeless sufferers,
who never expected to see another well
day in their lives, are dow, thanks to
bis skill, rejoicing in health and strength
and are sounding his praise far and near.
One of his patients informed the
writer that all along she had been under
treatment for what several doctors pronounced incipient consumption. She has
already realized a remarkable improvement, and tbe cough, which before was
Everyvery bad, has stopped entirely.
ono speaks in highest praise of the treatment given by tbe Electro Medical Specialist and his practice is rapidly inConsultation is continued
creasing.
free Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
Go and consult him without delay and
if he will take your case, begin tbe treatment at once, you will feel better before
you leave tbe office in the Parlors of
Hours are » to
Beal'a Hotel, Norway
12 a. m., 2 to 4 and 7 to 8 p. m.

writes, "Heller «kelter. hang sorrow
ΊΙ kill a cat." and Shakes|»eare
using it to express rush and hurry
says. "Helter skelter have 1 rode tc

care

thee."

In the Shadow of Fame.
Theiv are a number of former celeb
rities wh > are now running roominj
and boarding houses in New York city
Many a singer, actress or writer whe
formerly held a place in the public ey<
has now settled down to the prosak
occupation of housing and feeding c
small portion of that same public
Their houses are a magnet for younf
persons with the artistic temperament
One woman who once enjoyed a fail
reputation as a violinist has five fur
nished apartments which she sublet»
room by room to aspirants for drama
tic. operatic and literary honors. He

York Press.

Cicero on Wit.
There an· witty sayings which carry a concealed suspicion of ridicule, oi
which sort is that of the Sicilian wh»»,
when a friend of his made lamentatoc
to him saying that his wife had banged
herself ιηιοιι a lig tree, said, "I beseech
you give me some shoots of that tree

that I may plant them." Of the same
is what Crassus said to a certain
bad orator who. when he Imagined
tint he hnd excited compassion at the
chwe of a speech, asked our friend
here after he had sat down whether he
appc-.ircd t·» have raised pity in the
sort

audience.

in

to ï ;

|

"I iike i!iis." the friend finally said
lie named :
î'» one of tlicin.
will'tm κ
go (i p.-ice whl h lie was
at him mourn
pay. 'Hie artist looked

Halter Skelter.
skelter" has been

Large assortment
shapes and eizes, ôuc

Norway, Maine, Nov. 20, 1010.
1 have been taking your treatment for
a chronic intlammation of the throat and
larynx and can truthfully say it hasl
helped me wonderfully. The bad feeling
and rawness is entirely gone.
The Electro Magnetic treatment bas I
cured my catarrh. I have no dropping
in my throat now and my voice is strongI am feeling highly
er and more clear.
pleaeed. It is wonderful what it will do
in so short a time.
I take pleasure in recommending this I
treatment to all wbo are suffering from I
catarrh.
Lona E. Noblk.

pointhiu'

"Helter

etc.

yours,
William C. Daxforth.
Foxcroft, Maine, Nov, 25, 1010.

T!ie friend looked at sev
artis

ι·««ι.

bowls, tray*,

Respectfully

paintings, while ihe
ilcli. smoking a pipe.

fully.

5c to 50c.

FANCY ARTICLES.
The Electro Medical Specialists, Norway,
Maine.
Especially good for gits, such as jewel
My Dear Friends:
Replying to yours of the 14tb iust., cases, ink stands, mirrors, toilet sets,
which I was very pleased to receive, will
spool holders, comb sets, barrettes,
nay that I have been following the home
beauty, broocb and bat pins.
am
treatment and
gaining rapidly.
effiin
the
believer
a
firm
am
now
I
ciency of your treatment for almost
every sort of derangement or disease,
am ijow taking it in smaller doses.
Tl>e results of your treatment have
brrn perfectly satisfac'ory and all that I
could expect. It is a snappy appetizpr
[t has ret me squarely on the right track

■

lay

prettier

is

Plain and initial

than any other Xtnae.
for ladies, gents and child ten.

ing.

Ills st"«!i".
;! "f ill

large display

Fancy China uf the .! jnirse <ie-ik*o.
Plates, cups, saucers, va»es. pitclm,

BAGS and POCKET BOOKS.

HANDKERCHIEFS.

play furnish considerably more en
tertalnment to (spectators than to him
self.—Dr. Woods Hutchinson in Out

er

♦♦♦

·♦·

NECKWEAR.

to

work

♦

·

♦

♦♦♦

Instances where "thinking makes
it so." After a man has practiced tbb
belief in the uselessness of exercise
for half a decade or so and become
fat and |>om|»>us and red faced or pale
a:ul sla< k muscled aa»l short winded
then tin* contortions that he indulges
i:i when he decides to unbend and try

for 1:1 -> distaste for

CO.,

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS.

rare

the

4.00. 5.00. 7.00. 12.00.

$4.00. 6.00. 7.00. 8.00.
HEAVY WORK TROUSERS, $2.00, 2.50. 3.00. 3.25. 4.00.
SWEATERS, $1.00, 1.60, 2.00, 3.00. 4.00. 4.50. 5.00. 8.00

PARALYSIS.

NOTICE.

Those who are unable to call in peraon
should send at once for circulars and
"Very great pity," replied self
examining blanks and learn just
I believe that there is no

Crassus. "for
one here so hard hearted but that
your speech seemed pitluble to him."—

what tbeir diseases are and wbat to do
be cured if curable.
Manv are being
cured at home by this method. Address,
with stamp, the Electro Medical Specialist, Norway, Me.
to

Cicero's Oratory.

Strategy.

Fine Hair Grower.

The turkey was not a very large one,
and Mrs. Pedagog's boarders began to
be a little anxious on the subject of its
going around. Finally the last bit was
distributed, and the idiot, glancing at
his portion, observed that he had

Every Pen Guaranteed.

THIS SEASON'S ASSORTMENT IS THE BEST
WE HAVE EVER SHOWN.
Gold Mounted, Silver and Gold Filigree, Pearl an»l I

Safeties,
Pen points

Self Fillers and the

to suit every hand

S2.50

CHAS.

TO

>·<

'·

regular styles.

S8.00

EACH.

HOWARD CO.,

H.

Successors to F. A. JShurtleff & Co.,

PHARMACISTS,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS.

r=PIANOS=
I have in stock new and second hand pianos of
which I shall sell from now until alter Christmas

AT

WHOLESALE

a

hi<jh

PRICES.

I have the Merrill, Poole, Pease, Norris & Hyde, Brig?* ami
other make. Also second hand organs from ten to thirtv d >il.trs.
I have some nice trades in pianos and org ns which I oiler to the
in
public. I have twelve pianos and playerpianos in st>ck wt '">
jre
ware-rooms in Billing* Block, South Parie, Maine, am'
fur
Send
to
show
them
to the public.
catalogue.
always ready

W.

J.

WHEELER.

It is Time to

Buy Rubbers.

and be prepared for the next
snow storm. Keep your feet dry and save money.
We
Rubbers are cheaper than doctors' bills.
carry a full line of the

Buy them

now

Maiden

Rubbers

for men, women and children. These are firstclass goods, all new, and will wear well, and our
prices are as low as it is possible to make on good
goods. You can save money and get fitted here.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

Also Cures any Com of Dandruff or
Money Back. At Chat. H.
Howard Co.'a.
Parisian Sage will atop Itching scalp
and falling hair in two weeks, or money
NORWAY,
House
drawn the neck and the pope's nose.
back.
"Ah, Mrs. Pedagog," said he, with a
Tolophono 11B-8.
It refreshes the scalp, givea it a degenial smile, "you are a wonder at lightful, comforting feeling, and la not
inn king both ends meat."— IJpplncott's. sticky or greasy.
NOTICE.
NOTICE.
ilt
bMM
It puts the radiance of sanahlne into
The subscriber hereby give· notice that he
The subscriber hereby «1res
tff n*
e*<M"
and
women'a
women
wbo
ias
nse
it
been
been
lut
bite
duly appointed
hair,
duly appointe·] executor of the
Looking Ahead.
rill ud testament of
las· wl'l and te timmt of
are sure to have fascinating
0'f «i^tfonl.
Young Wife (in passion)—Pm going regularly
MHVIU.KK HAKROW'S. I»"
LOUIS GAUTHIER late of Ruckflel·*,
It makes hair grow profusely; η the
hair.
u
County of Oxford, deceased, and given In the County of oxford. «Ι®®***?'
f ^,1
honj:· to my mother! Husband (calmand lovely.
tonds aa the law directs. All persons baring ha vine demands against the e»u
for
silky
yet
;
w
for
your
ly»-Very good: here's money
A large generous bottle of Parisian lemands against the estate of satd deceased are ceased are desired to thereto are re.'ues»1
rn'lwav fare. Wife (after countiug If Sage only costs 60 cents at Cbaa. H. lealred to present the same for settlement, and ment, and>11 Indebted
til Indebted thereto are requested to make pay- make payiFênt
—Put thai i'u't enough for a return Howard Co.'s. Qlrl with the Aobnrn sent Immediately.
Hot. lMh,U10. 4W1 PETEB QAUTH1EB.
Noreift^r Mb, 1VW
balr on eyery botUe.
ticket.—Every Woman's Magasine.

Opera

(

I

ι

i

$3.00,

COATS,
Cases LAMB LINED
Electricity and REEFERS,

The following open letter explains it-11
self:
"In 1894 I bad typhoid fever which
left me with paralysis of the left leg.
"I did not recover although I treated
with various physicians who are firstclaos. I used electricity for over a year
under a physician's care without benefit.
•Ί did not permit myself to get disif I could
couraged, for I believed that understand
find a right doctor he would
I beard of the
my caie and cure me.
work of the Caldwell Elcctric Specialists
and determined to tiy them, although
•ome tried to discourage me.
"1 felt that tbey knew their business,
but when tbey stated that I needed electrical treatment I told tbem that bad
been tried and failed, then they described
the particular form of electricity required
and bow it should be applied and said
that electricity need in any other way
would not cure; then I realized that 1
bad not been treated that way, and that
electricity in the hands of a specialist
was a different thing altogether.
"I took tbeir treatment and there is no
more grateful and happy patient. Tbey
cured me just as tbey said tbey could,
although I scarcely believed it possible
I think everyone sick with
at the time.
see the Caldany chronic disease should
well Specialists."

stance.

Play is just

FTJB COATS, $16.00, 18.00, 20.00, 22.00. 25.00. 30.00,
$32.00, 33.00, 34.00, 38.00. 55.00.

Hopeless

Magnetism.

ed to the glycerin no crystallization
will take place, though under a sufficient degree of cold the water will

as

Our Heavy Clothing Comprises

Healing the Sick

the appearance of
these crystals belnp
once melted It is almost an iinpossi
bility to get them again into the con
gcaled state. If a little water be add

Prepared Ρ Perhaps

you are one of the
workers.
If so you
out-of-door
of
great army
must have proper clothing:.

Are You

Bitters work wondere for such
"Five bottles," be write*,
troubles.
"wholly cured me and now I am well
It's also positively guaranand hearty."
teed for Liver Trouble, Dyspepsia, Blood
Disorders, Female Complaints and Malaria. Try them. fiOc at the Chas. H.

long

Severe Winter

Expect

We Must

tric

crystallizes with
sugar candy, but

Day
Weather

Almost Any

For

smell that few persons And themselves
able to endure. It burns with a pale
tiame, similar to that from alcohol. If
heated to about 300 degrees and then
Ignited. Its nonevaporative qualities
make the compound of much use as a
vehicle fur holding pigments and colrib
ors, as in stamping and typewriter
bous, carbon papers and the like.
If the pure glycerin be ex;wised for a
time to a freezing temperature i,

Play l<

|

WANTS TO HELP SOME ONE.
thirty years J. F. Boyer of Fertile,
it.
Mo., needed help and couldn't Hod
Thai'* why be wants to help some on··
now.
Suffering so long himself be feel»
for all distress iron. Backache, Nervous
and
nees, Loss of appetite, Lassitude
Kidney disorders. He shows that Elec-

One of the great advantages of glycerin in its cbemical employment la the
fact that it neither freezes nor evaporates under any ordinary temperaNo perceptible loss by évapora
ture.
tion bas been detected at a temperabut if
ture less than 200 degrees P.,
heated intensely it decomposes with η

STORlËfS^^IJ

BLUE

Plalftad'

on the
of Angaria wm lo attendance
Conference of Governors at Louisville.
Kj., laat week.

fleeted glory rather than physical com
Chicago.
They say "If anyone doubts that land- fort Is the portion of most of thest
scape gardening has no pjace in railway satellites, but the privilege of hobnob
repair shop operation let him visit tho blng with yesterday's greatness coin
'gold plated' shop of the Grand Trunk at
pensâtes for material discomfort—New

Miss Georgia Evans of Portland was
Surned to death in her room Monday in
lorae way that will probably never be
Fully understood. She was alone at the
:iroe, and according to her custom had
Eut Waterford.
lier door locked, as she was bard of hearHubert York moved his family from
ng and could not hear intruders. When
Bethel Thursday.
Lawrence Searles found she was unconscious, with ber
moved most of the goods.
xidy badly charred, but soon afterward
L. E. Mclntire was atOrono this week, ;eased to breathe. Tho kitchen stove
being one of a committee to see about was shut tight and tbe gas stove was not
ighted, and there waa no fire in tbe room
remodeling the U. of M. barns.
Carrol L. Mclntire is
this 1 )utaide of tbe stoves.

week.

Governor-alec* Frederick W.

PURE GLYCERIN.

k

Block,

MAINE.

^T(*riori

Mr*. Β. P. Adkins Is visiting Mr. Adkins in Ljnn, Mats.

gemaorat

wlrJ if'- W1i?e,^r
fr.!m Manchester,
Ν. H

fri m
mu

rι·

*·**

at

hom*

Sunday.
Minneapolis has
over

Mi<* Ella Morse of
been a guest at A. E. Morse
past few days.

γλκι» ^>«r ο*π«.
to 7 βΟ

»

s

for the

Pardon

Granted

Maurice R. Fo«

Teachers and
(Read at

MRS.

POTVIN'S
TIME

PETITION

AT

SAM1

South Paris W. C. T. U. rceeptlon
the village teachers.)

t

Frank Murdock and crew are piping
Odd Fellow*' Block for steam heat from
the O B CotDUilng· & Son. p'ant. Leor
and crew we doing the plomb·
inework. The hall and email room on
and steel
floor are
the

Mothers!

REFUSED

Give the teacher her dnel
Kor her heart I·» true-blue,
A».t with more than mother-patletoe
She labor· for you.
She has more than her share
Of dull, nerve-racking care;
Let all mothers appreciate,
Ami help her to bear.
Think of her evening hours—
The wnete of vital pow're,
While those long rows of rank carUa
Her attention devours.
Think of the anxious night—
On what 1 « due to rleht,
When some trouble In school makes
Of life a weary flght.
Put your arms around her,
Let your love surround her,
And fortify her aoul 'gainst the
Trials that wound her.
Mlve the teacher her duel
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on them, and the oowthe fair was open, and the various goodtj the pains drew
haps the most signal conceivable
ticularly favorable to running lines in did live minutes later undertook a foolhide boots on his feet scraping together not only to the humanity of his spirit,
for sale went briskly.
offered
the w ι, ds, so no actual work has yet ish
but to the genuine art of his natural and
stunt, but still lives. As the up
Only festoons and Christmas bells ol with every groan.
been done.
train pulled out from the station 'tie was colored paper, with a little greenery,
Why! those prodigious cow-hide boots forthright style.—Archibald Henderson,
on the platform, without over- were used for decorations.
There were looked as if they might have contained in the December number of The North
The second deer shot in this section stauding
coat, gloves, or overshoes. He inquired tables for the sale of food, ice cream, the essence of all the pains on earth. I American Review.
"as bn ught in
week
last
of
ί
by
Monday
of a bystander, with a foreign accent, if and home-made candy—all very attract- can see every crease in them now, all
Will Bray and Krvin Carver. They were ;
that was tbe train for Berlin, and re- ive and appetizing; aprons; handker- shining with cold tallow, and (let me
û»iti<» to some traps which they had set I
so
SAVED FROM AWFUL DEATH.
an affirmative reply ran and chiefs—and at this table
the famous whisper this,) Shanks wore tbem
ceiving
op the Stony Brook road, and had takeu
on the rear steps of the last car, cook book was on sale; art; faucy work: large, because bis feet were growing,
How an appaling calamity in his famjumped
tbeirriiles along on the chance of runin
D Mcwhich was tbe only place he bad time to miscellaneous; post cards and souvenirs: that sometimes be got turned around
ily was prevented is told bv A
nog onto a fox or other game. Just j
Tbe side door of the vestibule aud on the stage was Little Jack Hor- them, and when he thought he had got Donald of Fayetteville, N. C., R. F. D.
reach.
:
beyond where the Howland road turns was shut, aud be could only get bis feet ner's
found him· No. 8. "My sister bad consumption,"
Pie, where one pulled out a plum, almost to the school-bouse
from the Stony Bro >k road they sighted I
self down to Macomber Corner, on the he write*, "she was very thin and pale,
on tbe lower step and hang on to the aud
what was coming to him.
» buck, and wounded him.
got
were
They
home.
hand rail witb one band while he poundhad no appetite and teemed to grow
Quite a part of the work on the art way
»b!e to track him
by the blood, and after ed on the door with tbe other to attract table
1'oor Shanks! I have left biro suffer weaker every day, as all remedies failed,
was water colors done by Mrs. J
came
a
him
for
distance,
evee
His
following
quite
till Dr. King's New Discovery was tried,
attention. The chances of a man mak- F. I'lummer, and this department was ing while I am telling all this.
opon him, still running, on the meadows
himself heard above the noise of the an especially attractive feature of tlx rolled up and hie underlip rolled down, and so completely cured her, that she
*bove, anil finished bim. He was a large ing
as
eweat
big
drops
and there were great
in such a situation are considerably fair.
has not been troubled with a cough
buck, having a good head and antlers train
saw
less than even, but when tbe train had
whlct as peas standing out on bis face. Thi since. It's the best medicine I ever
card
table
the
at
Souvenirs
post
*db nine points, which will be mounthim with pitiful faces or heard of." For coughs, colds, the
got to the upper end of the yard, about found a ready sale were trays and othei boys stood over
ed.
all
half a mile from tbe station, the porter articles in aluminum, bearing photo seeming to be very anxious about him grippe, asthma, croup, hemorrhage,
mother tha bronchial troubles, it has no equal, 50c,
It you have any least lingering idea discovered him and stopped the train. graphs of the cburoh and of Rev. Mr I ran down and told my
Shanks was "dying np in the shec 11.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed
that because we did not have so big a With an eight-mile ride ahead of him in McWhorter and family.
"O, go along!" said she, by the Chas. H. Howard Co.
ti ght of brown-tail moths last summer that position, and a freezing temperaThursday evening a free entertainment ; chamber."
^ came in
ture, he may count himself as in great was given, which included music by tb< "it's only some of the boys' fooling."
on us a year earlier, there ia
went along, but my little heart wai
Swastika Orchestra, duet on violin and
therefore only a small crop of the pest* luck.
Notice to Water Takers.
for Shanks was dear as ι 1
to reckon
worried,
a
the
Misses
Dean,
reading
by
dis
be
piano by
with, you may easily
l'arlx
brother. However, I'm happy to say hi
Will all person* Insetted to tho South
*bu^ed of
Miss Arline Crocker, and vocal eolos bi
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will look
error if you
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Warm Overcoats
So

Married.

Chandler.
In Rumford, Nov. 27, by Rev. J. A. Harry, Mr.
Timothy J. Murphy of Frye and Misa Rertha E.
Malile of New Jersey.
In Mexico, Nov. 2A, by Rev. II. L. Hanson,
Mr. Archie McDougall and Mise Nellie M.
Decker, both of Mexico.
In Yarmouth, Nov. 1, by Rev. Joseph D.
Mr. Alexander Locke of Norway and
Iss Martha R. Klesman of Pryeburg.
In Norway, Nov. 2S, by Rev. R. J. Rruce, Mr.
Urbtn V. Tyler of Norway and Misa Hattle R.
vi 11 kit of Waterford.
In Norway, Nov. 23, by Rev. R. J. Rruce,
Mr. Frank Jones Cook and Miss Evls I. Allen,
both of Norway.
In Norway, Nov. 24, by Rev. M. C. Ward,
Mr. Charles Henrv Seavey and Miss Cora
Elizabeth Wood, both of Norwav.
In Norway. Nov. 26, by Rev. M. C. Ward, Mr.
Geo. E. Carrier and Miss Agnes D. Snow, both
of Norway.
In Wentworth'e Locatlui,, Ν. H., Nov. 24, Mr.
Lewis H. Coy and Miss Alvora L. Flint
In Andover, Nov. 2S, by Rev. H. L. Packard,
Mr. Edward Howe and Miss Cora Silver, both
of Rumford.

Sulnn,

If you have !<ny sickness caused by
tbe stomach, such as sick headache,

druggists everywhere, and guaranteed
Free trial
to do just as advertised.

Your
control

In Bethel, Nov. 27, Willie Chase, aged 24 years
In Norway, Nov. 28, Andre» Kimball, aged
73 years.
In East Hebron, Nov. 30, Frank R. Saunders,
aged 66 year-.
In Hiram Nov. 12, Mr·». Κιιιιηη J. (Huntress),
wife of W illard P. Pendexter, aged 32 years.

large

per cent

J. F. Plummer,

importance than the saving

Tun
of large sums of money.
cannot afford to practice economy
at the expense of yoar health and

Our glasses will give you relief
and comfort which will pay large
dividends in stored up nerve

I

Holiday

all

heavy traverse sleds for
Any one having eucli a set
pleine notify
W. J. WHEELER, South Paris.

Clothes" by actual experience; just
as they are the real thing for well

Hair Health.

dressed

men

of every set.

For general business wear
as well as dress these are
the most profitable clothes

enthusiasm carry us away, and
Hair Tonic not give
·Ό3"
Rexall
entire satisfaction to the users, tbey
would lose faith in us and our statements, and in consequence our business
prestige would suffer.
We assure you that if your hair is
beginning to unnaturally fall out or if j
1
you have any scalp trouble, Rexall "93"
our

for you to

wear.

They're full of good points. All
wool, well tailored and guaranteed.

flair Tonic will promptly eradicate
dandruff, stimulate hair growth and
prevent premature baldness.
Our faith in Rexall "93" Hair Tonic
is so strong that we ask you to try it on

We sell these clothes because
we want to serve you beet.

positive guarantee that your money
will be cheerfully refunded if it does
Two sizes, ôOc. and
not do as we claim.
$1.00. Sold only at our store—The RexCo.
Howard
all Store. Chas. H.
our

The Doctor's Question.

who apThe new
preciate good values.
fall and winter patterns are full
of unusual values and dainty
Dress shirts 50c to
colorings.
Flannel shirts in gray,

Full of interest for

A doctor's first question when consulted by a patient is, "Are your bowels
regular?" He knows that 98 per cent
of illuess is attended with inactive
bowels and torpid liver, and that this
condition must be removed gently and
thoroughly before health can be restored.
Rexall Orderlies aro a positive, pleasant and safe remedy for constipation aud
bowel disorders in general. We are so
certain of their great curative value that
wo promise to return the purchaser's
money in every case when they fail to
produce entire satisfaction.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like candy,
they act quietly, and bave a soothing?,
strengthening, healing influence on the
entire intestinal tract.
They do not
purge, gripe, cause nausea, flatulence,

$1.50.

brown, etc., $1.00

If you need

men

to

$2.50.

come

excessive looseness, diarrhrca or other
They are especially
annoying effect.
good for children, weak persons or old
Sold
folks. Two sizes, 25c. aud 10c.
only at our store—The Rexall Store.

BetYou'll need a pair soon.
Cut full and long. Extra comIt's full
In white ter see our assortment.
fort in every garment.
values.
In outing of novelties, all good
cotton, 50c to $1.25.
some with silk and
Dress
We've
to
gloves,
fl innel 50c
$1.00.
wool lininge, 50c and $1.50.
some of the most sleepy pajamas
and Fur lined driving gloves up to
ever
saw,
$i.oo,
$1.50
you

$3.50.

$2.00.

H. B. Foster,

a

Fur Coat
you

GLOVES.

NIGHT SHIRTS.

OVERSHIRTS.

Bowel

Disorders.

ΓΙ

are now

clothes than any other make of men's
clothing. They're the real "College

If You Have Scalp or Hair Trouble,
Take Advantage of This Offer.
We could not afford to so strongly
endorse Rexall "93" Hair Tonic and
continue to sell it as we do, if it did
Should
not do all we claim it will.

Π

of

country,

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

NOTICE.

notice l« given for the purpose of calling
the attention of the public to the provisions of
the statute* In relation to the sealing of weights
and measures. Several complaints in regard to
unsealed measure» have been presented to mo,
and all dealers lu the tou n of l'arls are hereby
requested to comply with the law before January let, 1911.
ARTHUR E. CI.ARK,
Scaler of Weights and Measures
for the Town of l'arls, Maine.
49

to

Men, in more colleges

this

over

wearers

Thl·»

Due

new

Norway, Maine.

St.,

]\JORE College

work.

Sickness

Something

Ï1

One set of

Much

and Suit Cases.

Bags

Main

91

SOUTH PARIS.

Wanted.

49

line of

James N. Favor, SStSXiïT"

All persons two years in arrears for
their annual dues will be cut oft'from
the main line Dec. 15th, 1910, of
the
Citizens' Telephone Co.

to sell

South Paris.

·

prices.

LAST CALL.

heavy

FURNISHER,

A nice assortment of light
in Bags in leather and fiber.
see my line and get my
in
and
Come
weight Suit cases.

RICHARDS,

S.

..

Trunks, Bags and Suit Oases !

force.

No charge for consultation.

Square,

31 Market

eye-sight.

]

Men, Women and Children.

for

of the

saving

more

a

Qaiters

and

Overshoes

Eyes
a

Chicago

force of jour body.
of nerve force ie of

nerve

The

Died.
In Greenwood, Nov. 22, Mr». Akustava, wife
of Peter Pulkklnen, aged 35 years.
In Hanover, Nov. 23, Charles Frost, aged 86
years.
In Hanover, Nov. 23, Woodsum Jordan, aged
70 years.
In w llaou'e Mills, Nov. 21, Mrs. Stella C. Ren
nctt.
lu South Hiram, Nov. 29, Jejtge Mllllken,
aged 67 > earn.
In Portland, Nov. 27, Edward W. Stone of

Y.

defy

for Men

Kid Foxed Felt
Boots for Women
$1.25 and $1.50.

Copyikht 1908
TbeHouie of Kuppeabcawf

Booth's

from

request,

on

Mi-o-na, Buffalo, Ν.

Everything1

to

Warm

constipation,
dizziness,
biliousness,
sleeplessness, nightmare or nervousness'
will surely
tablets
MI-O-NA stomach
bring you back to health.
Sold by Chas. H. Howard Co. and
treatment

as

and Boys to keep them warm from
Winter Cap to Felt Boots.

stomach and bowels in order and furnish
nutritious matter that makes pure rich
red blood.

In West Pari*, at tho M. E. parsonage, Nov.
26, Mr. ElmerS. Mammon and Mrs. Sueanna R.

and comfortable

warm

the cold weather.

They cause the stomach to
properly digest food, keep the liver,
tablets.

to $18.00.

$7.50

try MI-ONA stomach

health shonld

*OaiVp°ôn.»dW

lr

ûPlummer's

is a stomach tonic and upbullder
taken regularly, will make the stomach
It builds up tbe
strong and healthy.
Born.
nerves, puts rich blood in the veins, and
stop» headaches and all nervousness.
In Paris, Nov. 19, to the wife of Mark B. RichWhy should any reader of the Demoardson, α daughter, Kathleen.
crat hesitate to try this great stomach
In Paris, Nov. 26, to the wife of Herman H.
prescription when it doesn't cost a cent
IVardwell, a son, Cyrus I.
In Norway, Nov. 26, to the Wife of James N. unless it cures.
Favor, a daughter, Mary Elizabeth.
In Ave minutes it will banish after
In North Potter, Nov. 25, to the wife of Geo.
dinner distress, nervousness, gas erucWalker, a son.
of
In 8outh Rumford, Nov. 24, to the wife
tations or heartburn.
Eutrene R. Davie, a daughter.
Women who desire a lovely comIn Illrara, Nov. 25, to the wife of Stephen J.
plexion, sparkling eyes, and perfect
Adtms, a daughter, Thelma Eliza.
Chaa. II. Howaid Co.'β.

r,

»?

CLOTHING

END WINTER'S TROUBLES.
Back.
To many winter le a season of trouble.
Co. (iuarantee
bitten toes and fingors, chap- Chas. H. Howard
| The froat
Cure Indigesto
cold
Ml-o-na
and
banda
Surely
chilblains,
lips,
ped
thia.
tion and Stomach Sickness.
| sores, red and rough «kins, prove
But such (roubles fly before Buckien's
MIO-NAIs guaranteed to cure indiArnica Salve. A trial convinces. Greator nioD<>y
est beater of Burns, Boils, Pile*, Cuts, gestion or aiiy stomach trouble,
makeshift reme-ly, bnt
Sore*, Eczema and Sprains. Only 25c at back. It la not a
that

Money

NORWAY.

Temperance

better
had
here and see

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

ours.

Winter Caps
for men and

boys.

Many grades. Fur
lined bands.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Ρλ

ΓΤ

BUTTON BOOTS

Are Fashionable for Fall Wear.

MRS.

pashionable

Millinery.

I have all the newest creations
for women in cloth top, patent
and

Prices

leathers.

dull

$2, $2.50, $3, $3.50,· $4.

Ladies' and Children's
and
Hosiery.
Underwear
Hose.
Fleeced
Boys' Heavy

W. 0. Frothingham,

Maine.

South Paris,

Thanksgiving is Fast.
Christmas Coming.

Our Christmas Stock
will

soon

In the

be

mean

ready for inspection.
time

we

shall

the kind the best cooks

$5.50

5outh Paris,

New

Maine.

-

Suits
Dress Goods
Dress Trimmings

In the New Dark Rich Fall

Colorings.

going to purchase a new
suit this fall, get it early if you

con-

If you

tinue to sell

WILLIAM TELL

SMILEY,

C.

L.

FLOUR,

are

wish to

use, at

not

per Barrel.

save money.

all, will cost

Many, if

more

for

re-

orders.

Good Pastry Flour $6.00 per barrel.

Sincerely

yours,

N. Dayton Bolster Co.,
S. B. & Z. S. Prince,
SQUARE,
35

South Paris,

MARKET
-

-

Maine.
ι

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Oysters

Our

THE LAND OF
PUZZLEDOM,

Tang of the Sea.

Have the

No. 1144.—Charade.
My first ta something
That we all love to see.
»Tla good for the flower;
'Tie good for the tree.

We receive our oysters under the regulations
of the Sealshipt System which covers the
shucking, shipping, selling of

My second adorns
A pretty girl's head

growing,

And In ancient warfare
Helped to make wounda that bled

Sealshipt Oysters
Protected by

Handled lu this way, they retain *11 the freshness and flavor
of oysters just taken from the
bed·». They are all solid meats—
not a drop of water bas ever
ice has ever
no
been added
touched them.

At the seaside they are packed,
solid, nit·· air-tight containers and
the· SEALED. Tbe ice is ou tbe
Ol'TSlDE of the containers. The
containers are in paleut Sealship-

—

tore.

We have the sole authority
to break the seal of the Seaisbiptor. We transfer tbe oysters
to our blue and white porcelain
hand
We
you
Sealshipt icane.
Sealshipt Oysters in tbe w:»xlined blue and white Sealsbipt
paper

a pint
economical
They
is euoitgh for a family of five.
"Hark Twaio'» 0>ster Story" FREfc.
Call at our store and get this
intere»tirif( little story together
with a Dumber of sbote recipes,
intereatiug to housewives.
—

are

pails.

Wright,

F. N.
South Paris,

System.

Effective

an

My two Joined together
We see In the sky.

But we never can reach
For 'tie up very high.

No. 1145.—Numerical Enigma.
I a αϊ composed of fifty letters am
form a quotation from Carlyle.
My 14-45-24-38-26 is discovered. M;
30-5-43-9-17 is heartless. My 22-33-16-19
35 In a habitation. My 11-28-21-1-29 I:
My 39-18-7-41-47 is to dis
elegant.
color My 27-40-20-12-49 is an heir. M;
34-42-23-32-10 are coverings for tlx
feet.
My 4-37-48-44-0 is a webfootei
bird.
My 46-15-30-8-2 is bellef.-8t
Nicholas.

No. 1146.—Nature Questions.
What animal has tbe most affection
Wbat animal Is tbe most tiresome
What animal is tbe most lovable
Wbat flyiug animal Is used in a game
Wbat animals are used in financia
Wbat animal is (tart of ι
matters?

gentleman's

dress?

No. 1147.—Cod· Rebus.

Maine.

...

It,

C. Ε. TOLMAN & CO.,

Pythian

Block,

SOUTH PARIS,

Building
PORTLAND, me.

Vew Baxter

INSURANCE,

MB

PIANOS A ORGANS.

us

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM
By using
They are

a

United States Separator.
bein^ ceam savers.

money earners,

Pau-American World's Record proves it, Seattle

Grand Prize

assures

it.

Each picture stands for
There are as many letters
word as there are numbers
The group of
each picture.
form a sentence.

Interlocking Style

The 1910

ft S. SEPARATORS
:o

the cleunest skimmer», easiest running, most
washed and durable separator ever made.
War in
f.-iom-v,

T.

ai

d year out they run without a hitch, ever making
making troubl*. \\ e sell them, you need one.

neier

Agent, South

DAVIS,

M.

The Famous

Paris

Râ^/O

Gives the Best Light at Any Price

^X'hen you pay more than the Rayo
price for a lamp, you are paying for extra
decorations that cannot add to the quality
of the light. You can't pay for a better
light, because there is none. An oil light
has the least effect on the human eye, and
the Rayo Lamp is the best oil lamp made,
though low in price. You can pay $5, $10,
or $20 for some other lamp, and although
you get a more costly lamp, you can't
a better light than the white, mellow,
iffused, unflickering light of the low-

No. 1149.—Riddle.
break me at your table
Every day.
High 1 huns In tropic lands

Tou

Far away.
In battle many men at once
1 can slny.
You flpvl »ne oa the shining sand
Where you stray.

a

arcttiar

No. 1150.—Charade.

There Is a word of letters four.
Take two away and four remain:
Take three away and five before
Your eyi'S you 8t-o as plain as plain.

Rayo Uaer, Always One

at yours, iiriitfor
to th* Hteui agtncy

c/tk*

descriptive

Standard Oil Company

No. 1151.—Seed Puzzle.
Some seeds sire early, some advnno

(Incorporated;

mediate, some retrograde, son
follow, some consent, some grunt an

some
some

STANDARD

withdraw.

I atu

SEWING

My

1. 7. S.

where

Is

">

money i

coined.
My 4. 2. 3. S is a part of speech.
My »>. y is a conjunction.
The whole is a pleasant place t
which to spend the month of August.

MACHINES.

Answer.—Mountains.

Send for Catalogue.

Key

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

No. 1134.

—

to

Puzzled^n.

Hidden

Fruits: I.emoi

Gold,

1130.—Charade:

smitl

IMPART

CONVENIENCE
THE

ACCOUNT.

A

a

I

Β

r

A

D

D

L

■

A

Ν

D

Κ

Α

λ

R

Ε

L

A

H

D

haut.
No 1140.—Numerical Enigma: Eml
I*au. edit. now. faint, moa, or—"'Ππι
and tide wait for no man."
No 1141.— Kiddle: Ray
Word"
Within
No
1112
Words
Γη lent tale. ale. ten. lent. let. leal
fa !.. tent. late.
No 1143. Itlrtdle· Well buckets

disipline and a general
understanding of business principles, all of

tends to thrift, economy,

It also affords a
which are essential to success.
convenient method for the payment of bills ; and
as the checks are always preserved and returned
to you. they serve as receipts for the amounts

When your feet are wet aod cold, an
your body chilled through and tbroug
from expoaure, take a
big dose <
balb
Chamberlain1! Cough Remedy,
your feet in hot water before going t
bed, aod you are almoat certain to war
For sale by all dea
off a severe cold.

paid.

We offer you good service, courtesy, liberality and stability and every accommodation
consistent with safety.

ere.

"The religion of some people is to
lenient," said Bishop Healin in a recet
address in Natchez.
"Some people suggest to me in the
view of religion a little girl whose teacl
er said to her:
"
'Mary, what most we do first befot
we can expect forgiveness for our sins!
"
'We must sin flrat,' the little gii

Business \ · Α. Π. I· j P. rt.
>aturda>* CleM at 1.15 P. M.
(lours :
I Opto through the niiun hour.

OF

I

No. 113S.—Final Letter Changes: Di
ty. ditto; throng, throne; craue. cranl
sham, shad: pint. pine.
No 1130. -IVtured Word: Rlrminj

Possibly you who read this have never kept
bank account. If not. let us suggest that you
try the experiment You will find it helpful in
many ways. Aside from the fact that your money will be safe from theft and fire, such a habit

NORWAY

M

TRENDS

a

THE

BANK

NATIONAL

NORWAY.

MAINE.

answered.'1

Ml

L. S. BILLINGS

Lumber

£25

of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

Roofing, Shingles
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc
OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

I am the ONLY ΔΟΕΝΤ here for Paroid
are other makes, but Paroid is the best.

L. S. BILLING? S

'th

Next row—Chain 3 and 1 sq. c. in between the increasing group of β d. c.,
tuen continue like third row until you
come to last increased group of 0 d. c.,
chain 3 and 1 sq. c. in between the increasing group; now 5 rows of block
without increasing; then increase in
Then two more
as before.
same way
This
rows of block without increasing.
completes the back, having 15 rows of
blocks for length of back.
Front—Commence from outside of
shoulder. Work back and forth on
4 blocks only for 7 rows of blocks. Increase 2 stitche* in outside block of next
row, turn. Chain 3 and 1 »q. c. in between tbe increasing group of 6 d. c.
Crochet 4 more rows of block, then increase in first and last block of next row,
Crochet
same as seventh row of back.
12 more rows of block to finish front.
This will give you 25 rows of block in
front, not couuting border. Make opposite front to correspond.
Border—With yarn, make chain of
three and fasten down between the rows
of block all around jacket, starting at the
inside of shoulder in the back. Continue
block-stitch as iu the body of jacket,
until there are three rows, shaping the

Hoofing.

There

Paris, Me.

"I bad been troubled with constipi
tion for two years aod tried all of tb
best physicians in Bristol, Tenn., an
they could do nothing for me/' writ»
Middleboro, K]
Thoe. E. Williams,
"Two packages of Chamberlain's Ston
ach and Liver Tablets cured me." Ft

■ale by all dealers.

Mrs. Robinson—And were you up tb
Rhine?
Miss Nurich (just returned from a
European trip)—I should think ao, rigt
to the very top. What a splendid vie'
there is from the summit!

Every family baa need of a good, ri
For apraina, bruisei
liable liniment.
aoreneas of the muscles and rbeumatl
there ia none better than Chambei
aln'a. Sold by all dealera.

[>ains

"Two great deairea of my life bav
been gratified. One waa to go up in a

airship."

"And tbe other?"
"To get aafely back to earth."

i

J

SQUIRREL.

by increasing.

When

has been fiuished with blue or pink crochet silk, crochet a loose chain stitch,
catching the chains of four or five
stitches, in between the blocks of border
to give a touch of color. A strand of
the yarn and one of the silk are crocheted together ia a loose chain loDg enongh
to form a cord for lacing up uuder the
arm, leaving an opening large enough
for an ariuhole. Tie in a bow at the
waist line and finish tbe ends with balls
made of the yarn and siik together.
Put the pearl buttons on each side of
front and fasten together with a frog
made of cord like the underarm lacing.
A

Few
Ε Ci G

Recipes.
SALAD.

Boil the eggs very hard. Cut each
aud take out the yolk. Mix this
with oil, salt, pepper, and mustard, and
Mash the mixture toa little vinegar.
gether and put back into the white.
These are laid ou lettuce leaves. This
can be varied by adding chopped ham
to tbe mixture.
across,

OKANtiK JELLY.

Who Carries Your Insurance?

and one pint of boiling water. Let it
stand, after mixing well, until cold.
Thi n strain and stir in the beaten whites
of two eggs. The eggs give a pretty,
frosty effect to the jelly.
POTATO

OMELETTE.

Bake two large potatoes, and while
very hot break them and take the inside
Beat this up, seasonout with a spoon.
ing it with salt, pepper, aud a tablespoonful of lemon juice. Beat the yolks
of eight eggs and mix with the potato.
Beat the whitee of the eggs till very
stiff, add them, aud cook.

Form sausage meat into rolls twc
inches long and twice as thick as youi
linger. Fry until done. Drain in a
heated colander. Have ready stripe ol
pastry, having each strip three inches
wide and long enough to fold about »
sausage roll. Wrap each sausage roll in
a strip of pastry and bake to a delicate
brown. Eat while very hot.

business
THIS COMPANY has been doing a healthy
since 18.12, during which time it has paid over Seventy·
them
Two Millions of Dollars in Are loesec,—paid
demur.
without
and
promptly
broad lines,
The CONTINENTAL does businexs on
its eettlementfl are fair, it make* returns quickly.

tree.
leaps he has reached the uearest
Quick as a flash he runs up the trunk,
and l>efore we realize what is haphe ia sittiug high up on th ? top

pening

of New York is

Paris,

by

Perley F. RipleyMaine.
FIRE INSURANCE.

Phone 17-4.

I

Save

understand why some people
the little monkeys of our
A young squirrel is easily

tamed, hut the fortunate

will run up the < urtains, leaving many
a sad tear in them, jump from one
piece of furniture to another, and.
worst of all. he cannot give up gnawI.Ike the mouse or the rabbit.,
ing.
he belongs to the rodents, the gnawing
Ills front teeth are long
( renin res.
and chisel-like, and with them he

I

named.

\V. Br ml· late of Woodstoek, ilern·
I Davidtlnal
b
account presented for allowance

Leather

squirrels

soon

I

Shoe

who has ever seen young squirrels playing together or with their eld·»

woods.

>

I

one

Tc

wear

rot the best shoe

Buy

I

practice
Continual wetting and drying will

boots and rubbers in wet weather it to

common sense economy.

There's

I

leather

ever

economy in

no

tanned.

buying

a

poor

I

Malden Rubbers for. Good Investment

all the furniture.
The squirrel's teeth are so sharp
that with th·. ir help he can open nuts,
and it is :i pretty sight when the 1 It11«sqtiirrcl. sitting on his hind feet. hold,
the nuts to his mouth with his fore
feet. B· sides nuts, lie likes ergs, too

for allowance br James S.

presented
of ml ttUt*. with the
Wright, guardian.
ated In h«M Xorwav Ir. the
dnal aforesaid. In the village of
Ethel L. Elllngwood o' Pari', ward;
i»aac I'
a.iowance
and bounded a« follnwfor
by
account presented
southerly aid·Hoc of Tucki
Elllngwood, guardian.
count

deA. Burnham late of Gllead,
ceased ; petition f»r llcenat to sell and convey
Ilurnhar
I.
George
ei-tate
by
real
presented
a mlnlstrator.
Elisabeth Connor* late of Rumford, de
convev
ceased; petition for license to tell andConnor-,
real folate presented by William J.
administrator.
ADDISON E. HEIUtlCK, Judireof said Cour
A true copy—Attest
ALBERT I). PARK, Rm.'etor

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby give notice that lie li
been duly appointed admtnl-ii itor of the estât·
of
SOPH IΑ Κ. HUN It \ II let·- of Hebron,
In the County of Oxford, d.censel, and given
Λ 1 persons having
bouds an til·? law direct·
demand-against the cst-te of s-iid d»ceased aie
desired to present the fame for set-kment, and
a'l indebted thereto are rc<|iieate I to m ke paj
ment Immediately.
f IIED J. DUNBAR.
Ko*. 15th, 1»10.

and takes Hum from their.nest.
Besides met, squirrels have many
other enemies, eats and wild animalof t!:o for«st. owls and other birds o!
When a hawk pursues the
prey.
squirrel the little « rent lire must d<
Just opposite from what lie does when
pursued by a man. II*· must burr.1
i'.iwii from the tree to the ground
where tSit» hawk cannot follow him.
But the worst enemy of ail is win

^

The subscriber hereby .rives notice that h<
ban been duly appointed executor of the la>-:
Will and testament of
FRANCIS E. SHAW late of Pari·»,
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All |>crsonde.
having demands against the estate of raid
ceascd are desired to present the same for settle
ment, and a'l Indebted thereto are requested
moke pavrr.ent Immediate'
ROBERT E. SIIAW.
Nor. 15th, 1910.

A. H. Berry Shoe Co, Portland, me.

Agent·

winter a squirrel can find
lie stores away proeat.
the winter In hollow trees
Bui when the
and old birds' nests.
snow tomes while be is eating the pro
visions in one storehouse the other

-Ο

PARIS TRUST COMPANY.

Abandoned Farm

Located one and one-half miles from
Buckfield village, known as the
Drake farm, contains about 130

be acquired more easily by having a place to put your surplus
money, besides in your pocket.
A good babit is like a bad one, and once established it is
easier to repeat.
One dollar put into a bank is not so easily drawn out and
will
spent as it would be if it was in your pocket. This dollar
soon have more with it, and the continued habit of saving and
increasing will cause it in time to grow to a substantial amount.
One hundred dollars will buy a bond or some share of stock
which ne can sell you, that will yield you a good rate of income.
A bank account gives you a certain standing or prestige that
w ill be of service to you some time when you wish to borrow
It coBte
money to go into business, or buy a house or farm.
noth ng to open a batik account, and is about the only thing to
be had for nothing, which is worth a great deal to any one.
In these times of advancement in all kinds of business, it is
not only the large business concerns that have bank accounts,
but men and women in all walks of life find it a convenience,
comfort and neceKsity.
can

end of most squirrels.

Game of Bean Bag.
Two captains are chosen, who select
an equal number of players for tlieii

IF

YOU
IF

WANT

TO

BORROW

YOU

HAVE

MONEY

good

left ;

40x60

pine ready
split

m..

h

I will sell the pine

$500.

stump for

$7.00

per tlousand

GEORGE H. HERSEY.

stone

on

the

own. r.

Buckfield,

47tf

«

,.»/

-,

;.'nj

t«

η

l· i:1 ,r
«wrner of toi of II
t·
thence rnni liig«
t.. -t ir,
(90) fte: t"> line of land ot one »tf
r, :*n^
thence southerly on h Id m·\.ito easterly Hue of *ild I'.li ι·:ιι
ilred and sl*-.7 (p,o) feet t·.
lot of Mrs. K'lgcrjinli, Ihene·
>: τ it:
of laml of I'vln Kro«t tr
-t ·« ir. t je
Street nlnetv (W») f et to « n> tr. l··
t \·<·χ
ground on line of sail Klthv
northerly on line o( -a! I II
f
hundred and sixty Imi feet to i.
<■
c ..j
nlng; the other one lull |>art
undivided belBg own «I by one «ΊΜμ
I'lerce.
IIARRY l> COl.K, 1».ι »tySber'
170

eai>t4-rly

■

.·

Notice of Foreclosure.

Whereas Thomas W. II ammond of *urnner
ι,·-..·
the county «f oxford, i.y hidated the tith da» of Not. ·„·.··. ·■.·, JC· r
f κ..... i;,,
c rded In the Oxf jid Itegl-tn
.· .,
J77, I'nge 1.Ί, c inveyed t·> K:e I (. w .· .·
W:r.< tritt.
Sumner, and wlierea- s ild t· re
ferred and a>.signed nald in·irt.· .· :.-ei Οο κ
t
..· ,r.e
i7th day of November, Λ. I> 1·

derslgned. Liewe hrn B. Hei
ιΐ fvg
ntlsdulyr.
whleh
letrv, In Ikook J6C, I'ag·· 1'·7, a ·. t.»ln *r·el ;
reaf estate situated lu Sumner,'.r tl.~ .,ui
>
Oxford, aud bounded ab.»·. t. >
one-half acre of land with t ei
■.

,i n:!r.·
situated on the east side ot :ii
from Isabelle Me Militer'* to It.· Hr_-. -o. »i e-t.
lu the said town of SutBBer,
*:.u triri^
west by said road, on the noiti
James Cbadbourne farm, ai; I ■; t;,e »-t ui
(
Ί
:ntr J r χ
former:
now
or
south by land
ll»r..'
and r.ow occupied by on .· Char
·..;
f
the
condition
And whereas
'.nrt,
and the assignment thereof. ι'·
γ··.ι.
bow therefore, b» reason of ι·.
.re
condition thereof, I claim a f·-i·-■
■

morg ige.
Dated a' Sumner, this i'iib
1910.

Mi·

60 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Patents

N.

I

M.EWKM.VN I! IIKW.I»,
by dames S. W rl^l.t. ht· att»n

48-Λ)

Bankrupt's

In the

matter

of

Petition for D scnarge.
ltai.trui<f;

In
STILLMAN R. C«»l K,
liankrupt. )
it.

To the Hon. Ci.akknck ΙΙλι.ι
trlct Court of the Cnlt<
of Maine:

··ί

.-·■

I Ν

B. COLE,

SIn TILLMAN
County of Oxford, anil
said District, respectfully,

M.ib
in r·
π
of August,
l«nkrupt, un !· t

on

telephone.

MAINE.

■ ■

l>aU' l this 17th da» of
STILI.M AN

ι:

I

<11

«

tae

D·»

.f Kta
t.u. x

ι.

^ »

M i

that

tl*or.·

.t

:·

»,

\

»ek»

oh»kr οκ !*«ru » nu κ»»ν
ιιικγημ τ or Mmm. ·«
1
on Uil* JK'h 'lay of v
trig the foregoing
(plcre·! by the < .>un 1
ι|.·>η lite «am* on Ike
1911, before -«I I < urt -t I
tr1«t, *1 l« «'«-luck In ii
l'1
η U«e thereof lie pub
•κ· rat, » "ewpaper
that all known rr l.t
»·
Inter*·*, may api*ar »· 11
a··) bow eau*·*. If am t·
·'"
ft of *«H petitioner
n
Aa*l It la further »
the lerk »haM «eel ·«»
Ihio «-o|»le· of aal-l wtl» '·> »
lr» »«r«l In thra at their |,
■

■

>

0(MOM
Copyright· Ac

With the Modern

the line at the other side. After
each bag lias been up and down tin
The
line twice the ^unie Is ended.
side having the most players wins the
When the players of oue side
gnme.
are fewer than those of the other the
end player of the short side throws

join

Αητηη» ««vllnt » «fc·**·'' »· ·Ι Λ·βτηη«Ι<·η η·
fr»· «heth·* m
■
ulckl* vr*ntiK ou*
iriTMitl»» >« pr..h«blf MMMM»
..iwwrk-Mr wiiMmllil. Hi·» :BOO* <* MM
|.
<irme Miania.
.«•lit trr*. > ΛήΦΛ
Ι'κίπ.ι* iwn tkr .u*h >lui η A '* f*·!»»
cher*·. m th«
I*rVA nMter,

Scientific American.

the Maine farmer is foxing ri-ht uj.
You can't do it aM
to the front.
Please remember tha

other way.

Light

«■

,Μ';'' >

F.

A. W. Walker & Son

Cake

make this

—bread that makes

eating

a

pleasure-

pastry that "flakes"—
depend on the flour
that goes into them.
fWisc cookj use William
f Tell Flour and never have
fa baking failure.

fit is

[more

want a

Sulky

for your fall

care]

your
can

plowing.

plowing

much better
one

can

dc

and

ί

than yoi

walking plow
very importan
get repairs for the

forget

one

item, you can
machines you buy here.

;

FLOWfRS.

BULBS

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

Merritt Welch,
124 Main Street,

:o

ON

—

Carpets

close out odd patterns and clean

quickly
MAINE. | up stock.
in congested coodi'ions nnd restorei tlie system to NORWAY,
good, heahhy, running order. Nothing relieves
cold* and congestion of the tliioet ar.d lung* so
Wanted.
quickly and positively. Λ η occasional dose of thia
Middle aged, or widow I
Λ good housekeeper.
invaluable remedy will (ortify the Ijody from all un·
1m,y preferred. Small family on a farm. Modern,
pleaiant and dangerous attacks.
Me
|
act»

houic, good wages to the light person.
J. 8. DUDLEY,
to
West Parla, Me. R F. D. I

ÎOLEYSKIWŒYCURE
Rlflkt
Kidney·

LILIES,
NARCISSI, HYACINTHS, CROCUS,

JONQUILS, Etc.,

GREENHOUSE.

KILL the COUCH

MB

CURE

the

LUNC8

King's
New Discovery
Dr.

WITH

PBICB
•Oc <k $1.00.
Triai Bottle Free

PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM

At

and BlmMtr

CUT
ALSO

1

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY.

/

I

I-

vim »-

Sts.,

MAINE.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings s,JL

High

Grade Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed,

L M. TUFTS,

NkkoU St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

«u"·

»
la the M.trl. t iuart <>r
la <
the IHatrVt of Ifalae
la I he matter of
»·' ·*
Mll.tolti» J ftHITH.
of WioU^t, llaakmM
T· Um rrr-IMor· .» it
1""
the <-'ο«Μν of <»(ur«l nn-i
·'
*
*otl«e la hnviijr gltea Ikil
"
1
*ov. Α. I» 1VI«, Use «all » > '· *****
!
butnrt.
»«· leljr a<ltu-tlru··
Ί"'.'*
wertlag of bia ere>ttt«.r· wl l*
Market
of I be Referee. So
Λ
"
» "
Parla, oa the Tth lajr of Ik w·:'·r
a**,_
I· w'rturk la Um fareaoua. at
•allI realtor» aa; attei.U, |
IffdMA traaka·, «itailae the
») l'r I*
traoaai t turh ><ther Ixtalac·· a·
«une before aaM meeting.
■*ouUi Parla. Saw 1»
■

**[
•mknift^·

WALTSB L

Hrftrrt'

η otic»:.

""m

«*

Uukr

n"tWlWj*

The aubarrlber hereby gltr·
baa lieen duly appointed e*ei-utili
laai wl l an l (e.Umt nt of
liai»
OKVII.LKK. BAKKoW'"·. at· >f λ
In the County of oxford. decr:i-<
elate
the
having demand* again»!
r*aae<T are ueidred to prevnt tii< »*"'«
are re·)"*·1*1
incnt, an'l all Indebted thcivio
make payment Immedlatclν
LIN ϊ Κ

'*?*·«
fjr,

u

ΒΑΒ»)*^

November Mh, 1'JlU.

Freedom Notice.

Thla certifie* that I hat <-given my
till he !#tw"
Err.ent A. Caah, hi* lime from n .w
ιιι.ιϋ"^'· 5,1 ·;·.
ty-ouu year# of tge, to act and rhi 1
Ιιί,ν
I
Hi.it
hlmsel'
nu.t'er»
for
ne*e
of hi» contracting after tlitI»
of hi» wtig·». and all pcrwoiii will govern

:B,P?

selvce accordingly.
Not. 17, 1910.

ANSON M CASH. *'·
South Wood.tock.

Sheathing.

prti
Spruce

GUARANTEED SATIS FACTORY
OR MONET REFUNDED.

Cl«ao*r« mil brsatifie* th· half. I
PruuiuUi a Inxuriant Crowtli.
Never Fall· to Beitor· Ο ray |
Hair to lta Youthful Color.
Curtt acalp diataM* Λ hair falling.

Shetland Floss

Maku

OTHER

Wttiu·** the II··* <
•A the ·»1·Ι «Mirt. a··! Um
Uni, la »al I IMaari' t. ·■
Α. I». IKK·
JtMt
|L. · I
» true «»»·» of j-«tM>· «
t Mr-· -J»»»'

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

South Paris, Maine.

Spanish Yarn,
Saxony Yarn,

48tf

AND

A. W. Walker & Son, FOBCSffil1®

Scotch Yarn,

Apply

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

PORTER ST., SOUTH PARIS,

You

to chase the old

And don't

For Sale by N. Dayton Bolster Co.

wnTOi

WkvrsSsfc'1

AT
THI

Plow

great deal ejsier with

milliamTell

Flour

in their husi

small Garden Cultivator, and th<
You will soor
best there is made.

bread to the sack than)
most flours.
ÏA sack in your pantry takes
lof -very
«.very baking need.

jj|of

specialty

a

economical, too—makes1

J

a

A hUKteom»lr illMW»1 ··»»!». Iat»··* rtf
Tir··, tl ·
nlaUon i>f «ny *rw <16· VMirnet.
>MT : f.Htr ». ·> th·, |1. «-.Kl t,f «il »—>4—It,

We carry a hig stock all thi
time. You can get anything in th<
Farm Machinery line from a Gas for Fall Plantirg and Winter Forcirg.
oline Engine or Manure Spreader t<
EASTER
TULIPS.
nese.

Germantown Yarn,

"/ have tried a great number of medicines for dy>/e/sia, hit thii meiii.ine ù the only remedy that ha*
ever relieved me of thu dutrruine complaint."
JOEL MdNTlRE
Look foe the big red letters 'L. F." on the label,
rgabattlt. Write far ttanl aifli U

growing pine
with

-f et;

..st.

ν

the «th day
duly a<ijudged
Congress r<dailng to liankrujt
duly surreii
uropert-, and has fully coa|
miulreiitmls of .al l Ai ts an
Court touchlntr hi" bankrut>|e>
I
Wheufore
creed by ibe Court to hav< >·
lage. R. F. D. and
«
Ii
against
Lowest price for all $i,oco, or wiil all deliU provable eïiept
tankruptcy Act·,
sell buildings and 14 acre field for em»te<l by law from »ιι· ν

INVFST.

PARIS.

fifty

whole
House needsome rep iirs, but c»n be made comHigh
fortable with small outlay.
ground, excellent view of whole vil-

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,
SOUTH

barn

cellar under

IF YOU WANT TO OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT.

the two bays makes the game very interest inn. especially since the bags
cross in about the middle of the line
When a player misses a catch or
throws to the wrong person he must

lots

to cut and

Small

trees ;

orchard, 25 good apple
to seventy-five thousand

MONEY.
TO

tillage,

acres suitably divided into
pasturage and woodland.

i';."

...

.··

For Sale !

The Habit of Saving

buried
storehouses are sometimes
in snow that he cannot And them or
get at them. In such a case, unless a
thaw comes to his relief, he must
starve, and sooner or later this is tinso

cold. "L.F."
At wood'»
Med icine

NOTICE.

If your dealer doe· not carry MALDEN RUBBERS
writ· us and we will »ee that you are supplied.

tlti» aa>l
real estate an t ah the
ra'.
which the aald Cbarl·:* II
ir.
mj
'.i;·
ln and to ibe M IBB OB the :
·,. #
|
Augubt, A. D. 10 1, at eight
tlin··
tlM
the
when
noon,
the writ In the came »ult, to wl*
IB C· BliUOB and undlvl !e I ol
tlla Mn
>

a·

I Florllla

of rubbers.

grade

e<l;
David B. Woodbury, administrator
Maud 1. Bolater of Parle, ward; tlist

gnaws

SUGAB COOKIES.

When delicately colored wall paper
has become soiled it may be cleaned by
gently rubbing with a soft flannel
sprinkled with piaster of Far!·,

in Parie

tame him we must find a young one.
These tire not so clever as the old
ones. They like to stay on the ground
and play
more, instead of in the air,
merry games with one another. Any

enough flour

oven.

represented

the uselessness of our undertaking.
We can never catch the little jumper.
If we wish to catch the squirrel and

to stiffen, and roll it out to about one- dealers.
half inch iu thickuess and place in large,
shallow baking pan. Brush over with
butter and sprinkle with cinnnamou and
pulverized sugar. Let it rise again and
bake for thirty minutes.

One cup of butter, two cups of sugar,
two eggs, one-half to one full cup of
milk, four cups of flour or less, six teaspoonfuls of baking powder. Mix in
the usual manner, adding milk according as a rich, crisp or a less rich and soft
oooky is desired. Diminish the quantity
of flour and baking powder, If lees than
Take a little of
a cup of milk be used.
the dough upon the board aud handle as
little as possible; the dough should be
quite soft when a full cup of liquid is
need. Pat into a sheet and cut into
cakes. After placing in the pan dredge
with granulated sugar. Bake in a quick

■

see

auarters

dough,

··

COMPANY
The CONTINENTAL FIRE INSURANCE

of the tree.
if we approach the tree aud strike
the trunk two or three blows with the
hand he runs out along a bough, and
from the tip of it with a quick jump
he reaches a bough of the next tree,
lie never
?tc., through the woods,
bother
grows tired, and if we take the
to follow him for awhile we will soon

teaspoonful of butter into a the bag to each of the extra players
Chop
pint of (lour, add a teaspoonful of sugar nu the long side before it starts back
and a quarter of a yeas: cake dissolved
in a pint, of waim water. Beat all hard il<iwn the line.
for ten minutes, then cover and set aside
to rise for four hour· in warm weather,
There is somethlnu more awful In
weather.
and for six hours in cold
than in sorrow.—Hawthorne
happiness
a
a
add
of
warm
When light,
milk,
gill
quarter-cuptui of butter, a saltspoouful
The quicker λ cold it gotten rid of the
of salt, and two eggs beaten into threefrom pneumonia and
of a cup of sugar. Warm some Icm the danger
Mr. B. W. L.
other serioua diseases.
make
a
aud
add
to
rather
our,
enough
of Waverly, Va
say·: "I firmly
•tifT batter, putting in, if they are liked, Hall,
to
of currants or chopped believe Chamberlain'· Cough Remedy
a half-cupful
be abxolutely the bent preparation on thr
raisius, well dredged with flour. I)o
market for oolda. I have recommended
nut have the baiter too stiff to be stirred
all agree with
with » spoon. Tut into a greased mould it to my friend· and they
nale by all dealer·.
to rise.
When light, brush the cake me.'1 For
with milk, sprinkle with sugar aud a litMother—Ob, Bobby, I'm anhamed of
tle cinnamon, aud bake, covering with
never told atorie· when I waa a
brown paprr uotil marly done. Three- you. I
little girl.
quarters of an hour should be enough to
Bobby—When did you begin, then,
bake it. Turn out and pour over and
around the cake a good sugar syrup, and mummie?
sprinkle chopped nut meats over the
The «nothing «pray of Ely'a L'quid
cake. It ia good for luncheon or breakCream Balm, uaed in an atomizer, la an
fast.
unspeakable relief to sufferer· from CaPOTATO BUNS.
tarrh. Some of them describe it a· a
Ooe cake of Fleischinann's Yeast, one Godsend, and no wonder. Tbe thick,
and the
cup of milk, one cup of sugar, one egg, foul discharge Is dislodged
one-half cup of mashed potatoes, one- patient breathe· freely, perhaps for tbe
half cup butter or lard, four and a half Hrnt time in weeks. Liquid Cream Balm
cups of flour. Scald the inilk. When contain· all the healing, purifying elecool, add yeast, mashed potatoes, and ment· of the solid form, and it never
two oups of the flour. Stir well, cover, fails to satisfy. Sold by all druggist·
and set aside to rise for about one-hall for 75c., including spraying tube, or
hour. Then add butter, sugar and eggs mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,
creamed, and the remainder of the flour. New York.
Add a little more flour, if necessary, to
"What would you—aw—suggest as a
prevent dough from sticking to the
bands. Cover and let rise for two hours, name for my new yecht?"
or
until dough has doubled in size.
"Why, it eeems to me The Floating
Form into buns, place in well-greased Debt would be appropriate."
pans with space between each bun, and
set to rise for about one and one-half
When you bnve a cold get a bottle of
hours. When light, bake for twenty- Chamberlain'· Cough Remedy. It will
flve minutes. If lard is used instead of •oon fix
you up all right and will ward
butter, add one-half teaspoonful of salt. off any tendency toward pneumonia.
or other
A most excellent cinnamon cake can Thia remedy contains no opium
as confidently
be made from this dough. Take a small narcotlo and may be given
to a baby as to an adult. Sold by all
of the
add

quantity

tinning

other

company.

SCOTCH RAKE DIT.
The sides stand so that they
sides.
Chop rather coarsely six hard boiled are in two lines facing each other.
eggs. Mix with them two tablespoon- Each captain stands on the right hand
fuls of butter, one teaspoonful of fiour, end of his line.
By this arrangement
and one-half pint of milk. Begin to
the captains are then diagonally opwith
salt
and
cayenne pepcook, season
posite. Each captain throws a bean
per, then stir in one tablespoonful ol
bag to the player opposite. Thesi
bard
all
the
time.
anchovy paste, stirring
Cook until it smokes, aud serve on toast. players throw the hags across to th<
players se< ond in line. These second
Α Γ.M Ο NI) UOltSKIt APISH SAUCE.
throw the bags hack to the op
Blauch and chop very fine twenty-foui players
but to the players next to
the
Jordan alruonde. Press
vinegai posite side,
This·
last.
from four tablespoonfuls of horseradish, those who had the bags
aud add to it the beaten yolk of one egg, plan is continued down both lines, s<half a teaspoonful of salt, and the chop- that every one h-:s a turn to throw
ped almonds. Mix these thoroughly, and to < atch each bag. The bags re
and then stir in one cupful of whipped turn in the same
way. I'laying with
cream.

cîiSSî

American

$13,044,878 64—exclusively protecting
of any
policy holders—is larger than that

of

together one-half box of gelatine,
one large cupful of orange juice, one tor. for in
orange peeled and sliced very thin, the noticing to
juice of one lemon, two cupfuls of sugar, visions for
Mix

th/foPd*·

The CONTINENTAL FIRE INSURANCE
secure
COMPANY of New York, sells the most
Its net surplus
Fire Insurance that can be bought.

be on the safe side and lake every
he
strange being for an enemy unill
has proved himself a friend.
Suspicion and shyness win the batWith a couple of
tle iu his niiud.

ers can

laV^/vi

uubiÎ
totUM^*

Insurance?

Fire

thought

call

Stat· of Main.

I)I,5*',10

know what to take us for. Are we
friends or foes? Then suddenly the
strikes him that it is West to

owner wiU
notice that even possession of a
squirrel lias its unpleasant, side. If a
border
squirrel is let loose in the house he

COFFEE CAKE.

apple, pluin, peach, tig. melon.
No. 1135.—Numerical Enigma: "Goo
Word»
to forgive; best to forget-"
Fob. foot, good. grit, stove, greet.
No.

CHECKING

blocks.

a

Goldsmith.
No. 1137.—Square Word:

OF

of 51 stitches.
First row—In the fourth stitch from
book make 1 d. c. in every stitch across—
4S d. c. in all; turn.
Second row—X, chain 3, and 1 *q. c.
between every group of 4 d. c. of previous
row.
Repeat from X across, chain 3,
turn.
Third row—Like first row, making
groups of 4 d. c. in every 3 chain stitches
of previous row. Continue until there
Increase 2 stitches
are β rows of blocks.
at beginning and end of seventh row of

SAUSAGE KOL.I.9.

Enigma.
composed of nine letters.

STORY OF THE

The Crocheted House Jacket.
The crooheted Louie jacket, or "Juliet," m it ia called, is a charming little
Who does not know these merry inwrap for home wear lo the cold winter
one of
days, or makes a convenient and not habitants of jur woods? Every
bulky addition to an evening wrap or us has taken pleasure in watching
cloak. It requires three banka of white
Suddeuly tb<·
their reckless racing.
yarn, one spool of colored crochet silk,
us, sits
before
creature
two
little
and
appears
a bone orochet hook No. 4,
pearl buttons about an inch io diameter. in the middle of the narrow path and
Back—With white yarn, make a chain
not just
eyes us suspiciously. It does

symbol

many.
7. A large river in France.
8. A river in Asia.
9. A large river iu Siberia.
10 Tbe most celebrated river of th
ancient world
11. A celebrated river of Italy.

Has « strong, durable shade-holder. This season's burner adds to the strength and appearance.
Made of solid brass, nickeled, and easily polished.

Once

wort

in eac
beneat

the Hudson river:
1. A large river of the Iberian penii
su la.
2. A largo river in China.
3. A river of Asiatic Turkey ceh
brated for the great events that hav
occurred ou iis bauks.
4. A large river in Africa.
5. A large river in Asia.
6. Une of the principal rivers in Gei

priced Rayo.

Btmryuhtrt. If net

a

No. 1143.—A Fluminous Enigma.
Wben tbe names of tbe followin
rivers have been rightly guessed an
placed one Ικ*Ιυ\ν another tbe initial
will spoil the name of tbe first vesst
propelled by steam which asceude

Set

Dtahrt

Correspondence on topic· of Interest to th» ladle·
U solicited. Address : Editor Houhaiiu
CoLtJMM, Oxford Democrat, South Pari·, Me.

comers

U.S.

u S

HOMEMAKERS* COLUMN.

PBOBATI ffOTfCZ·.

of tbeeatot*· Cotmr or
>Π whom tater—rl la either
Oxrotr. ««.
hereinafter bibuI :
la and for
at
Pari·,
katd
^ ^
Court,
Taken this seventeenth
At a Probata
of
Tuesday
third
on the
D IMA, ou execution tit*·!
the Couaty of Oxftjrl.
4.
om thousand
Lord
our
of
the
1r
year
November,
1910, Issued ou a Ja Siftntti r,r >_?'*· û.
unin
nine hundred a··I tea, the following
Supreme )udl. Ul Court for the ,1?? ^ »»
for Um action thereupon fori, at th» u-rin there.,f
heea
uf
prmatal
havlaf
»Β,Γ^Τ, 41 f>«
Oidiud
•econd Tue»lay of «Xtober, A Ii iu
hereinafter Indicated, U U herebyall
<*
person· In on the SUt
That notice thereof be glvea to
·*
.lay of October. A
order In br
Ihla
of
a
copy
of Charles C. Colby of tierlln. in' u» r
tare·tad, by cauelag
h,«
In
theOxand State of Sew
tf
published three weeha looeeaalTcly at South Coo·,
Char le· Η ί ralgue of Benin, !n the
bid Democrat, a newspaper published
mar Appear at a
Coo· and State of New Hamo.hlre t„ IP *
Parla, la aal<l County, that they
or
Parla,
seven dollars and sixty two cer.u
Probate Court to be held at «aid
,\t\J n!J
A. D. 1910, at nin·
the third Tueaday of D e.,
axe, ami eighteen dollar* act nlix-t- if'U*·
lie heart thrn
cost· of cult, and will be so'. I at
of the clock la the forenoon, and
.S"·
on I he premise» In Norway, Maine
o· If ibey Ma caoaa
bidder, on the >tth .lay of heceirWr a
late of Sumner, deceased,
Wabaur
at eleven o'clock In the
Abigail
person beappoltto· described real estate andforenoon.
petition that some suitable
all ibe rleht
,8I
estate of «aid decease·!
aa administrator of the
α·
li.lereet which the «aid Charles H
V.
guardian.
Redding,
and had In and to the same on th«'«l*ih\r 141
preaented by Will
A.
I).
at
deceased;
190!·, three ht on an*l J*T .0l
of Pari«,
August,
Ednr T. Bttard late
thereof presented utes o'clock lu Hie aftertioor.the time * \ 11141
will anû petition for probate
the executrix therein name was attf.ched on the writ In the ·»τ,
by Mlttle A. Record,
One-half part In common an·!
to wit
ι,Ην?:
named.
of a certain parcel of real
with tii v.',?1
deceased; Ings Ihercon, situated In c-tate,
Mid Υ,·»ιτ i.
Charles W. Cbaae late of Paris,
for probat·
County of Oxford afore-all, ln
will and codicil with petition
Chase, tin- Norway, ho cai'ed, and bounded a«n,e rti.L"*
thereof presented by Mary Loul-e
foil w.
on the southerly side line
executrix therein name<l.
.,f T^k
trcct, on the northeasterly corner of ht Zu
fln-t
deceased
;
Peru,
of
Eliza Francis late
ΐ. Richardson; thence runnlr» earterlr»., V
λ Ε. Me
account presented for allowance by
side line nlnity (90) feet to line of 'aril f 1
Stevens to stake; thence (outherlr «· .ii
Donougb, administrator.
deceased; Slevens Hue an I para!!< 1 to easterly ifn» f(» *TÎ
Louise >. Smith late of Hebron,bahnce re Richardson line one
bU'.dred ..η I »lity iiJ f"
to distribute
onler
for
petition
to a stake on corner of ot of »<r*
Walter I.
malnlcg In bl» banda presented by
theuee we.terly on line of lard (Jf |r'^tr f;··
Imlnletrator.
a
Gray,
ami parallel to said Tucker Stiftt
deceased ; I feet to a marble po«t set In the «τ nli,^
un I
Albion R. Ruclcntm late of Pari·,
out of persons! e-tat
of said Richardson lot;thence iwrtn r
allowance
lor
petition
I of said Richardson lot ore
widow.
hundred u 1
preaented by Mary E. Bucknam,
ftetto the place of
r.
bejriBBlac; ι
decea e.l; (180)
Frank L. Finlth late of Hebron,
one-ha f part in common ana ondlndu Cff
"
final account presented for allowance by owned by one William s. Pierce
Florence E. .Smith, executrix.
HABBY D. ( OLE, IV | .u
47-9
decea-··!;
Adalbert Delano late of Canton,
Hllli·
allowance
for
by
flrat account presented
State οι Maine.
Delano, executor.
OK OXFORD, 8».
; COUNTT
decease1
of
late
Norwuy,
Ilawklni
D.
Sarah
b
November it h. a d i.l.
third account presented for allowance and
ν
Taken this seventeenth 'lay
*r
Eugene K. Smith, Stephen It. Cummin?·*
OB
execotiOB
dated Oct ber M > S
D.
es.
1810,
Mobee U. Stllee, truat
Issued on a judgment redire!
1910,
·■.
t
>urt
for the
Bertha M. £111· of Purl·, ward ; flrst accnui
Supreme Judicial
...t:
E. Elliit
Oxford, at the term thereof Uv
presented for allowance by Charlotte
\
n
Umsecond Tueeday of Oeto
guardlan.
ii.-t
deceated ; I wit:—on ibe twenty
Loulie H. Smith late of Hebron,
η tevorofCbtrlMI
κ- ·.
1910,1
b
fins I account presented for allowance
the County of ''oo«, In the St I
Walter L. dray, administrator.
ilni-t « h tr'»·- II
shire,
<·«■
In the County of to<w an I <t ite ■.? \ ·* iiti·'
Pearl M. Whitman late of Woodxtork,
shire for llfiyelght dollars and uirty
cea»ed; petition for allowance out of |>eri>oni>l
debtor dnmage, and twent. t"..· ,·.|'%Γ« aci
widow
estate presented by Sua e S. Whitman,
eighty>lx centit, com* of -ult ■· wl ■» ... :
on the preii!-.s w'lr
public auc'lon
d
;
Slalne, to tin* VglM t bl'ldl
William Β Wtbtlrr late of l'art·, ceased
ι»
fourth day of December. \
m
will and petition for prolmti thereof prencnte
-t«
executor therein o'clock In the forenoon, the f·· ·>>.·
r.
by Edwin P. Webster, tho
To

and fir. For sale by
J. A. KENNEY,

South Pa"»·

a5tr

Wanted.

Κ If'
to save their KA(»S
Mtl
I3ERS AND MUTAIS for me.
'"'J
al"1
I
to.
orders promptly attended
NORMAN Ν. Κ LA IV,
Poultry.
M»»*·
Box S17, Norway.
32-lyr.

Everybody

Pulp Wood Wanted.thf

on
Delivered at any station
Berlin
Grand Trunk between
bolts.
Portland. Also White Ash
DAY,
M.
J.
ant's Pond, M*

4Br>
GIRLS

RANTED
Sh1°*"

To L*arn to StltcPi
»t a'|
A compcU nt Instructor on !ian<l
it'*rnt<iSternly work given after having
MISS sMITU.
on or write to
tare

B.K.SpIn^^.

47.9

^OLANTED.

We need rr.cn to train In three
eltloDi» payl.ig |i0 to #3' weekly. ')rl
Short hour*, oreatdeinan·! now.
eucce»··
Klve year· of
garrge "nork.
BOW.

ry

« Ί1

^

îrrfs»

PortJaad Ante Coat**!·
Portlaad, Mil*

